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Book recycling
for Make A
Difference Day
deemed success
By MEREDITH FABIANS
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky - The book
recycling effort held on
Saturday. April 3, at Roy
Stewart Stadium on Murray
State University's campus, in
partnership
w ith
Betterworldbooks.com, was a
huge success, according to
Chris Wooldridge, director of
the
Small
Business
Development
Center.
Wooldridge said more than
2,000 pounds of books were
collected and of those, 1,200
pounds were in excellent condition and were resold.
"A percentage of those proceeds will come back to our
community to the Community
Education Advisory Council,"
Wooldridge said. "This council
will provide monetary assistance to both Calloway County
and Murray Independent school
systems."
This donation partnership
was a pilot program for
Betterworldbookocom
and
Murray State is the first university with which the geoup has
worked with at this level.
MSU's college of business,
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Sally Forecast
y TheAssiscarasid Press
Monday _Sunny. Highs in the
upper 70s. East winds 5 to 10
mph.
Monday night. .Clear Lows
in the lower 50s. Southeast
winds 5 mph in the evening
becoming cairn after midnight.
Tuesday ..Sunny. Highs in
the lower 80s. Southwest winds
5 to 10 mph.
Tuesday night...Clear. Lows
in the lower 50s. South winds 5
mph.
Wednesday. Sunny. Highs
around 80. South winds 5 mph
Wednesday night.. Clear
Lows in the mid 50s.
Thursday...Sunny Highs in
the lower 80s.
Thursday
night. .Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 50s.
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Court
docket
busy
today
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
ircuit Judge Dennis Foust has II
crowded docket to tackle todaii
ticluding action involving five per'
sons accused in three Calloway County
murders and a former student-teacheti
charged with sexual misconduct with b
minor.
-:
Cases involving Brock Riley Ramey
Murray and Jacqueline Ramsey Phillips.
Dexter, both accused of involvement in ths
October 2008 killing of Calloway resideis
Jerry Eldridge, were scheduled for pretrik
conference this morning. Ramey iS
charged with murder, first-degree wanton
endangerment, first-degree burglary, twili
counts of first-degree assault and two
counts of tampering with physical evidence in connection to the shooting of 60year-old Eldridge.
Phillips is charged with facilitation to
murder and two counts of tampering with
physical evidence as well as theft of a colts
trolled substance and theft by unlawful
taking. Eldridge was the only person killed
in the shooting. Injured, were Eldridge';
son. Eddie Eldridge sad Melissa Price;
Both suffered gunshot wounds.
,
Charges against Phillips concerning theft
is scheduled, but is unrelated to the shoot;
mg.
,

C

Courtney Crain / Special to the Ledger
MISS MURRAY STATE: The Miss Murray State University scholarship pageant was held Saturday night at
Lovett Auditorium. Elizabeth Myers, a junior from Dover, Tenn., center, was crowned Miss MSU. Pictured, from
left. are other award winners: JhaOrnee Woods, miss photogenic, junior from Paducah; Sheila Wilson, fourth
runner-up, junior from Glencoe; Ashley Winkler, first runner-up, junior from Murray; Myers; Halley McDaniel,
third runner-up, junior from Bloomington, Ill.; Kristen Hat, second runner-up, junior from Benton; Nicki Ray, miss
congenial* junior from &Fallon,

World leaders from 47 countries
working to stop nuclear spread
By SIVVIIN-11E
-Arnenran meanies* *Sees
and MANE GlEARAN
1945 -- the San Francisco
Associated Press Writers
conference to found the
WASHINGTON (AP) — United Nations — °barna
President Barack Obama said nuclear materials in the
and presidents, prime minis- hands of al-Qaida or another
ters and other top officials terrorist
group "could
from 47 countries start work change the security landMonday on a battle titan to scape in this country and
keep nuclear weapons out of around the world for years
terrorist hands.
to come."
Confronting what he calls
While sweeping or even
the "single biggest threat to bold new strategies were
U.S. security," ()barna is unlikely to emerge from the
looking for global help in two-day gathering. Obama
his goal of ensuring all declared himself pleased
nuclear materials worldwide with what he heard in warmare secured from theft or up meetings Sunday with
diversion within four years. the leaders of Kazakhstan,
On the eve of what would South Africa, India and
be the largest assembly of Pakistan.
world leaders hosted by an
"I feel very good at this

statte-raahe to-srid the world of ntsclear
degree of weapons. The United States
cornmit- is the only country to use the
ment and a weapons,
two
bombs
sense
of dropped on Japan to force
urgency its surrender in World War
that I have "seen from
The high-flown ambition.
the world which the president admits
leaders so will probably not be reality
Obsess
far on this in his lifetime, began a year
issue," ago in Prague when he laid
Obarna said. "We think we out plans for significant
make
can
enormous nuclear reductions and a
progress on this, and this nuclear-weapons- free
then becomes part and par- world.
cel of the broader focus that
In the meantime, he has
we've had over the last sev- approved a new nuclear
poleral weelas."
icy for the United States,
He was referring to what promising
last week to
had gone before this, the
fourth leg of his campaign
111 See Page 3
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School districts start
receiving hybrid
buses; none locally
CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — Twenty-two public
school districts in Kentucky are scheduled
to receive a total of 34 hybrid electaic
school buses in August.
Locally, neither the Murray Independent;
School District nor the Calloway County
School District are scheduled to receise
hybrid buses, officials said this morning.
Melissa M. Howell, executive director of
the Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition, last

▪ See Page 2

Food, dance, fellowship top
MSU's Multicultural Night
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Hundreds packed the south
side of Winslow Hall Friday
night to enjoy the cuisine and
culture from distant lands as
Murray State University's
International
Student
Organization celebrated its
annual Multicultural Night.
Among the many delicious
foods that ISO members cooked
for the event were meatball
tajine from Morocco; chicken
konna and vegetable pakoras
from India; shrimp cerviche
served with chips and conch
soup from Beim a pastry from
Cyprus called loukournades and
a dip called czatziki; halal chicken from Saudi Arabia and
Korean bulgogi.
Students and faculty sat in
chairs surrounding the stage to

Home • Auto • Life
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You Covered!

750

Health

r

HAVERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY ii;"'AuTo
• pc).

watch students in traditional
dress perform a diverse collection of dances. At the end, the
winners for Mr. and Miss ISO
were announced. Miss ISO
was Antri Genethilou from
Cyprus, while the title of Mr.
ISO went to the entire group of
Chinese students who performed.
ISO President Ashok Bata,
Kolla said he was proud of
everyone who helped make the
event possible.
"I am pleased with all the
performances and I personally
thank each and every individual who participated in the
performances. I also thank the
whole crowd who attended
this event and made event a
great success. Finally, I would
like to thank the judges for
their valuable decisions."

HAWKINS TEAGUEILedger8 Tirnee

Several hundred Murray State University students and faculty watch a Nigerian student. perform onstage Friday in Winslow Hall dunng Multicultural Night. The event (lave residents
time to enjoy the cuisine and culture from distant lands MSU's International Student
Organization sponsored the celebration.
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Psst: Sec'y
Hillary R.
Clinton for
top court?
WASHINGTON (AP) Sen. Orrin Hatch says he's
heard Secretary of State Hillary
Rcxlharn Clinton's name mentioned in connection with the
Supreme
Court
vacancy
bmught about by the retirement
of Justice John Paul Stevens.
Hatch didn't elaborate in an
interview Monday. Appearing
with
Senate
Judiciary
Committee Chairman Patrick
Leahy on NBC's "Today"
show. the Utah Republican said
only, "I heard Sen. Hillary
Rodham Clinton's name today
and that would be an interesting
person in the mix."
Hatch wouldn't say whether
he'd support Clinton. But he
did say "I like Hillary Rodham
Clinton" and said he thinks
she's done a good job for
Democrats. Leahy. a Vermont
Democrat, retorted: "I think
done a good job for the
country,
not
just
for
Democrats."

Kentucky .

News in Brief
No easy answers for unwanted horses
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)-- for Carol Brown, breeding thoroughbreds was more about the hope than the money.
"I thought these horses had an option to have a great job, then
they'd have a nice life as broodmares," Brown said.
She never thought about what happens when horses don't end
up with happy retirements in rolling green pastures.
Brown and her husband, Don, have bred horses on a small scale
(they have about two dozen) for a few years on their pocket farm
in Lexington. selling yearlings at Keeneland when the market was
good.
In January, someone suggested some of their mares might be
good candidates for retraining as riding horses.
When Carol Brown was contacted by Jessica Lewis, owner of
HorseCampUSA in Frankfort. Brown offered to give Lewis four
horses ---- three thoroughbred mares
a Morgan pony.

Program helps teen parents get on right track

HAWKINS TEAGuE Ledger & Times
MULTICULTURAL NIGHT: Two students perform a dance
in Winslow Hall Friday for Murray
State University's Multicultural Night. See story on page 1.

II Hybrid buses

•Crowded docket

From Front

LEXIN(TON, Ky.(AP) — Trisha Martin didn't know much
about birth control before she became pregnant at 17.
"My mom never really talked about it. It's not really talked
about," she said. "Once I got pregnant, everyone wanted to talk
about it, though."
She had her baby, stayed in school and graduated with her class.
Now, eight years later, she's married with two children, about to
graduate from community college and hoping to go to nursing
school.
Her choice of careers is only one part of her life that has been
affected by the University of Kentucky's Young Parent Program.
Dr. Hatim Omar runs the program as chief of UK's division of
adolescent medicine, and experts hail it as a national model at a
time when the U.S. teen pregnancy rate is on the rise, the
Lexington Herald-Leader reported. Omar said that besides reducing the repeat teen pregnancy rate among participants, the program has helped bring down first-time teen pregnancy rates.

Former Courier-loumal publisher dies

ed by manufactures and average
LOUISVILLE, Ky. tAP)-- George Gill, a tormer publisher of
County High School student
From Front
about 12.5 miles to the gallon
The
Courier-Journal in Louisville, has died after suffering from
while
working
as
a
vteek gave a presentation on the
studentAlso, a status hearing is
versus 7.5 miles per gallon in
poor health in recent years. He was 75.
teacher at the school He is
during a Trigg County
scheduled involving Kayla M.
Gill was known for steering the newspaper through its sale to
regular diesel bus engines,
charged with sexual misconhool Board meeting. Both
Workman, 21, who has been
the Gannett Co. in 1986.
Howell
said.
trigg and Todd counties are
indicted on a complicity to mur- duct, tampering with physical
His widow, Kay Gill, says he had been in poor health in recent
"This is not just about buying
elated to receive a hybrid bus
der
charge in the death of evidence, attempting to tamper
years and died about 6:30 p.m. on Saturday after being hospitala bus," she said.
4iece.
Murray resident Herbert Donald with physical evidence, cultivaized several days for an illness.
Howell told board members
.Howell says the most coinScandell, 23. She has pleaded tion of marijuana and possesGill started at the paper in 1960 as a copy editor and worked his
mon question she gets is, the buses can be incorporated
sion of drug paraphernalia (first
innocent to the charge.
way up to managing editor by 1966.
into lessons about energy. Todd
"Where do you plug it in?"
Also charged in the crime is offense).
Current publisher Arnold Garson says Gill led the newspaper
She says the state Department and Trigg counties will each be
Scheduled for a status hearing -through a critical time in its history."
Jayson Paul Workman, 31.
Education received a $12.9 receiving one bus in August and
Jayson Workman is charged is James P'Pool of Clarksville,
Gill retired from the newspaper in 1993 and had been living in
*Ilion grant from the U.S. Howell will be inviting students
with murder in connection to the Tenn., who is facing a a murder
Oldham County.
la)epartrnent of Energy to pur- and teachers to help her collect
December 2009 incident: how- charge involving an alleged
(*lase the buses. In all, the state data from them when
Lexington boy wins state geography bee
ever his name does not appear DUI crash that killed another
they are
Ain have 213 hybrid buses, giv- put in place.
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(API -- A Lexington eighth-grader is
on the docket. Both were Tennessee man in Murray last
itig Kentucky the largest hybrid
on his way to Washington to compete for the $25,000 first prize
charged after Scandell's body year.
"Teachers can develop lesson
thool bus fleet in the nation.
M the National Geographic Bee after taking the top spot in
was found following a car crash
plans related to fuel consumpJames P'Pool is also charged
.The buses will still run on
Kentucky's competition.
December 23 near Murray. with
tion, air quality and transportaaggravat
ed DUI and
diesel fuel like any other bus,
Nolan Phillips of the Montessori Middle School of Kentucky
Kentucky State Police said they
tion costs, bringing real-world
attempting to leave the scene of
lint with a hybrid battery., The
knew that "Easter Island" was the correct answer to the question:
found
Scandell'
s
body
in the an accident in connecti
knowledg
e
and
hands-on
expeon to an "The island of Rapa Nui
;chides are equipped with 'a
back of a car that was driven
is more commonly referred to by what
October 2009 crash that killed
"'*generative breaking" system. rience into the classroom,"
English language name?"
into
a
creek
be,.
KSP
Education
Donny G. Houston, 52, of
fp:caning the hybrid battery Kentucky
Competition coordinator Kate Greer said the state finals were
spokesman
Trooper Dean
charges itself when the driver Commissioner Terry Holliday
held Friday at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.
Patterson said police found Camden, Tenn., on U.S. 641
said in a press release.
applies the brake.
Second place went to Nitin Krishna, an eighth grader at Corbin
Scandell with stab wounds to South of Murray.
Howell said the $12.9 million
::The beses will not look any
According to Kentucky State
Middle School, and the third place spot was taken by Erin Suttles,
his chest, neck and back.
chfferent than a typical school grant was awarded through the
an eighth grader at Mary Queen of Heaven in Erlanger.
Kayla Workman, who was Police, P'Pool was driving south
she said. The only identify- American
Recovery
The national competition is scheduled for May 25 and 26 and
and
reportedly driving the vehicle, on U.S. 641 about three miles
illg symbol would be a sticker Reinvestment Act of 2009 to
will be hosted by Alex Trebek.
was taken to Vanderbilt from Murray in a GMC truck
Oh the back.
offset the cost of the hybrid
University Medical Center in just after midnight. Houston
;The buses have been field test- buses.
WIW program helps vets prepare for college
Nashville suffering with injuries was driving north in a tractorBOWLING GREEN. Ky.(API --- Veterans v.tio are interested
from
trailer.
the accident. She was
The two vehicles reportImmo
momroommo,ommoMa.
. 01.10,n
in going to college or vocationaUtechnical school can take
Mom
,
moo
Amu= ommo
treated
=MEP .111
for
injuries
40.611.
edly
advanand
sideswip
released.
eMIIMOM
ed
and
P'Pool's
,'mom. OMNI
I
tage of a free program at Western Kentucky University in
Jayson Workman was indicted vehicle traveled south coming
Bowling Green.
Jan. 4 by a grand jury. He has to a rest in the southbound lane
Veterans Upward Bound classes at Western are free and are
also
pleaded
innocent.
Both
are
of
the
highway. Houston's vehiDr. David Walker, former head of the GAO,
designed to help veterans prepare for college or vocationaUtechne
lodged in Calloway' County Jail. cle went off the
•
right side of the
warns that the US is careening toward a Greece
cal educations.
Jayson Workman is being held highway,
struck a tree and came
like Armageddon by 2012. Pelosi, Reid, and
Director Randy Wilson says the program also helps veterans
on a $500,000 bond. Kayla
to a rest in a field. Houston's
i I Obama are on the Titanic and seem
with school applications and financial aid applications.
Workman
is
held
to be total')
on a $100,000 tractor exploded
and caught fire.
The program is open to vets who do not have a dishonora
oblivious to drowning the country in debt!
bond.
ble
KSP reported P'Pool was initialdischarge. An application is necessary, though people who
have
Also, the case of John "Drew"
I Please come, and hear, Brian Dennison, West
participated previously do not have to apply again.
ly arrested at the scene for
Millwood is scheduled for
Point Grad with 27 mos. Service in the U.S.
For more information, contact (270) 745-5310 or
allegedly driving under the
motions
involving a jury trial in
Military in Iraq, on Tues., April 13,6 p.m. in the
veterans.upward.bound(at)wku.edu.
the case. He is represented by influence and lodged in
Big Room Main St. Library.
Murray attorney Ricky Lamkin. Calloway County Jail. Houston
Division of Forestry offers low-cost seedlings
Millwood entered a plea of was wearing a seatbelt: P'Pool
Concerned Taxpayers/Calloway
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Division of Forestry
guilty in August for first-degree was not, according to police.
is offering tree seedlings to the public at low cost, on a
(The Tea Party Movement)
first come
The
court's
docket
is subject
sex abuse and related charges
first-served basis.
set forth in a grand jury indict- to change and thz.. accused may
o.
ammo.
The agency says there's a variety of species available for
sale
ment. That plea has been with- or may riot appear. Court action
through the end of the month. Most cost $19 for a bundle
of 10
drawn and Millwood now faces begins at 8:30 a.m. at the
trees and $30 for a bundle of 100 trees.
a jury trial. Millwood is accused Calloway County Judicial
To see what's available and obtain an order form, check
For Best Itasulb Place Your Ad With Us / Call 753-1916
the
of having sexual relations with a Building on North Fourth
Division of Forestry Web site at http://www.forestry.ky.gov
or call
17-year-old female Calloway Street.
(8(X)) 866-0555.
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Dear Calloway Taxpayers:

Nturrar

t,c?u,fite Business at
Chamber OfCommerce Breakfast

Mom Makes It All Better II Recycling ...
This
Mother's
Day
Return
the
Favor

WHAT: The May Business @ Breakfast will feature the three
mayoral candidates Greg Anderson, Butch Seargent and
Bill Wells.
WHEN: Tuesday, May 4th, 2010 at 7:30 a.m.

Itrar4,0-41,1
oPen to E
the/nth/4i 5r

WHERE: Curris Center Ballroom
Each candidate will make opening
remarks and there will be
2-3 questionsfor each candidate.

$15.00
Member Rate

$25.00
Non-Member Rate

Please call (270)753-5171 to register!

Give the Gift of Massage
55 minute massages starting at only $45
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From Front
Small Business Development
Center, and the office of regional stewardship and outreach all
cooperated with Make a
Difference Day leadership and
Betterworldbooks.corn in the
effort.
"Everyone was very excited
about the results. We kept 2.000
pounds of books out of the
landfill and moving forward to
good use" Wooldridge said
"The next event will be Ma%
IS. and we are expecting a lug
er turnout," he said.
An interview conducted with
Wooldridge. "Random Acts of
Kindrwss," about the effort will
be aired on WNBS radio in
Murray on April 12, 13 and 14
at 12:30 p.m. each day.
Read the
Want Ads Daily
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Obama electioni-year jobs
agenda stalls in Congress
fY ANDREW TAYLOR
Associated Press Wnter
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
election-year jobs agenda piomised by President Barack Obama
and Democrats has stalled seven
months before voters determine
control of Congress.
Democrats have no money to
pay for the program. That's
because both Republicans and
the Democratic chairman of the
Senate Budget Committee
objected to taking money left
over from the fund that bailed
out banks, automakers and
insurers and using it for the jobs
bill.
Such a move, they insisted,
would add tens of billions of
dollars to the $12.8 trillion
national debt.
An $80 billion-plus Senate
plan promised an infusion of
cash to build roads and schools,
help local governments keep
teachers on the payroll, and provide rebates for homeowners
who make energy-saving investments. Two months after the
plan was introduced, most of
those main elements remain on
the Senate's shelf.
Obama's proposed $250 bonus
payment to Social Security
recipients is dead for the year,
having lost a Senate vote last
month.
What's going ahead instead are
small-scale initiatives. That
includes modest help for small
business or simple extensions of
pans from last year's economic
stimulus measure. None is
expected to make an appreciable
dent in an unemployment rate,
stubbornly stuck at 9.7 percent,
which is more than double what
it was three years age.
Even legislation to help the
jobless has tun into trouble now
that Republicans, following the
lead of the conservative tea
party movement, have decided
to make trillion-dollar-plus
budget deficits a campaign
issue.
Before Congress went on
spring break, Republicans
blocked a one-month extension
of health insurance subsidies
and additional weeks of unemployment insurance for people
who have been out of work
more than half a year.
You never know in politics
when that magic moment comes
when things really begin to
change, but I believe that it has
occurred now, said Arizona
Sen. Jon Kyl, the second-ranking Republican. 'I think you'll
see a much greater commitment
now to fiscal responsibility."
The idea of a jobs agenda
arose late last year when the
unemployment rate hit 10 percent and Democrats voiced concern that the majority party wasn't doing enough to spur job creation. In December, House
Democrats passed a $174 billion
measure focused on public
works spending. aid to the jobless and help to struggling state
and local governments.
In the Senate, Majority Leader
Harry Reid handed the issue

over to Democratic Sens. Dick
Durbin and Byron Dorgan. They
devised the $83 billion plan.
focused on small business,
infrastructure projects, energy
efficiency and support for public
sector jobs.
Tne plan absorbed a critical
setback when the Senate Budget
Committee chairman, Sen. Kent
Conrad, a Democrat, came out
against using bailout funds to
pay for it.
Since then, the measure has
languished. The election of
Republican Sen. Scott Brown in
a Massachusetts special election
robbed Democrats of the 60
votes needed to overcome
Republican efforts to block
votes on legislation. Concerns
about the rising national debt
also sapped momentum.
Democrats and Obama have
had one legislative victory on
the jobs front. With bipartisan
support, they passed legislation
giving companies that hire the
unemployed a payroll tax holiday through the end of the year.
When the Senate returns
Monday, the first order of business will be trying to restore a
one-month extension of health
insurance subsidies and emergency unemployment aid for
people who have been out of a
job for more than six months.
Republicans stopped a monthlong, $10 billion temporary jobless aid measure last month and
insisted that the measure not add
to the deficit.
Democrats are optimistic that
the jobless aid will pass — first
as a $10 billion stopgap and then
as part of a broader bill extend.ng the benefits through the end
of the year. The second, larger
bill includes aid to cash-starved
state
governments. higher
Medicare payments for doctors
treating seniors, and an extension of several tax breaks.
That larger measure, to be
financed mostly by adding
almost $100 billion to the debt,
is the biggest piece of the jobs
agenda with a good chance to
pass into law. But it doesn't contain any new ideas for jump-

starting the economy. It just
extends elements of Obama's
$862 billion ecor oink stimulus
package, which is earning
uneven reviews with voters.
There's a complication. Since
provisions of the larger Senate
measure designed to pay for tax
cuts have been tapped instead to
pay for the just-passed health
care overhaul, Democrats need
to find about $30 billion in
replacement revenues -- a tall
order.
The dilemma hasn't gotten
much attention on Capitol Hill,
but is threatening to delay the
extension of the tax breaks. That
includes a popular research and
development tax credit, and a
tax deduction for sales and property taxes for people from states
without an income tax. The
lapse of a tax credit for makers
of biodiesel already has hurt
producers of the alternative fuel.
Also ahead for lawmakers in
April and May is overhauling
how the government regulates
banks in response to financial
meltown in 2008, and passing
spending bills to cover the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq.

From Front
reduce America's nuclear arsenal, refrain from nuclear tests
and not use nuclear weapons
against countries that do not
have them. North Korea and
Iran were not included in that
pledge because they do not
cooperate with other countries
on nonproliferation standards.
That was Tuesday, and two
days later, on the anniversary of
the Prague speech, Obama flew
back to the Czech Republic capital where he and Russian
President Dmitri Medvedev
signed a new treaty that reduces
each side's deployed nuclear
arsenal to 1,550 weapons.
Medvedev also arrives Monday
to sign a long-delayed agreement to dispose of tons of
weapons-grade plutonium from
Cold War-era nuclear weapons
— the type of preventive action
Obama wants the summit to
inspire.
Obama welcomes the assembled world leaders at a
Washington convention center
late Monday afternoon, but
begins the day with a morning
meeting with Jordan's King

Abdullah II, whose intelligence
apparatus is deeply involved in
the Afghan war.
He then will sit down one-onone with the leaders of
Malaysia, Ukraine, Armenia
and China.
National Security
a key
NATO ally, and relations have
been difficult recently, particularly over Iran. Rhodes said
there were additional "pressing
issues," including normalization
of relations between Turkey and
Armenia.
Throughout the two-day gathering, Iran will be a subtext as
Obama works to gain support
for a fourth round of U.N. sanctions against Tehran for its
refusal to shut down what the
United States and many key
allies assert is a nuclear
weapons program. Iran says it
only wants to build reactors to
generate electricity.
In an interview on ABC's
"Good Morning America,"
Medvedev agreed that Iran's
nuclear program must be
watched closely, but he said
sanctions on the regime would
have to be smart and effective

because they often don't work..
-They should not lead td
humanitarian
catastrophc.
where the whole Iranian come.
mutiny would start to hate the
whole world," the Russian mese:
Ment said.
He rejected the idea of imposing sanctions on Iran's petroleum industry.
-I don't think on that topic we
have a chance to achieve a consolidated opinion of the global
community," Medvedev said.
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.Be alert to give service. What counts a
great deal in life is
what we do for others.
—Anonymous
—
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Murray's Need Line

Crews re-enter W. Va.
mine to recover 9 bodies
PETTUS, W.Va. (AP) —
Searchers are back inside a
wrecked West Virginia coal mine
to recover the last nine bodies
remaining from an explosion
that killed 29 men in the worst
U.S. mining disaster since 1970.
State mine office spakeswoman Jama Jarrett says one
crew entered Virginia-based
Massey Energy's Upper Big
Branch mine around midnight
Sunday and another went in
about 5 a.m. Monday.
High methane gas readings
forced crews out of the mine
Sunday.
Jarrett says they weren't able
to drill another hole to vent the
methane. Instead, she says
they're using fans to reroute the
mine's ventilation system and
pull dirty air from the area where
the bodies are.

Murray woman faces charges
of using dead man's credit card
Staff Report
Kentucky State Police have
charged a Murray woman with
several counts of forgery and
credit card fraud for allegedly
using a dead man's card.
KSP Post 1 in Mayfield, as
well as the Marion Police
Department, said they received
complaints that someone was
using a credit card belonging to
a deceased man from Marion.
The card was reportedly used at
several locations in the Western
Kentucky area. Upon further
investigation, Trooper Eric
Fields identified and arrested
Kristi L. Allen, 42, of Murray,
charging her with four counts of
forgery in the second degree,
and three counts of Fraudulent
Use of a Credit Card. The

II World leaders, nuclear spread ...

Marion Police
Department
also
has
charges pending
against
Allen relating
to the use of
the credit card
in their jurisdiction.
Men
At the time of
her
arrest,
Allen was on probation from
Carlisle Circuit Court and
Marshall District Court for similar offenses. She was lodged in
the Calloway County Jail and
the investigation is continuing
by Trooper Fields of the
Kentucky State Police and
Officer Marty Hodge of the
Marion Police Department.

Two New Books by Kenneth Tucker
The Civil War comes to Western Kentucky in
I Pray the Lord My Soul to Keep!
The story' of a man who did not know who he was.
Depicts Grant's seizure of Paducah, the Union's occupation
of Mayfield, the Battle of Fort Donelson, and Morgan's
Christmas Raid upon Muldraugh Hill! Based upon John
Ford's Jacobean play, Perkin Warbeck,

The Old Lit Professor's.
Book of Favorite Readings,
edited by Kenneth Tucker
An anthology of selections gleaned from more than 50
years of reading, including authors both well-known and relatively unknown, including classic authors such as
Shakespeare. Melville, and Poe as well as impressive contemporary regional authors such as Constance Alexander,
Ann Neelon, E. Don Harpe, Jo-Ann Hammons, Robert Allen,
and Jane Combs.
Prices may vary. Available at the Murray State Bookstore and on line at AuthorHouse.
Amazon.com, Barnes and Noble, Borders, and other dealers. Books may be ordered directly from
AuthorHouse at 1-888-280-7715.
kyken.com
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The 2nd and 4th Tuesday of each month,
come out and help our community!
Wendy's will be donating

1

0% of sales
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. to Murray's Need Line
1111

Chestnut Street, Murray
I

SAVE UP TO $1,000 FROM DAY ONE
WHEN YOU PURCHASE A.QUALIFYING
TRANE HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM
HOW'S THAT FOR EFFICIENT?

COOL. CASH.
UP TO A
$1,000 REBATE.*
PLUS UP TO $1,500
FEDERAL TAX CREDITS."
A new Irene high efficiency air conditioning and heating system
can help reduce your energy usage And with up to a $1,000
rebate on qualifying Trane heating and cooling systems, you'll
save big right from the start

Or .. Choose Payments
As Low As $125 I Month or
36 Months Zero Interest.'
Just purchase your qualifying Trane system between March 15 and
June 15, 2010 Reliability. energy-efficiency indoor air quality, and
the flexibility of payment options or an instant rebate they're all
yours with Trane

Randy Thorton Heating & AC
270-873-4312
License M00158

RELIABLE ENERGY EFFICIENT. C.LLAN AIR FOR 11* 1401*
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Obituaries

WARSAW, Poland (AP) Mrs. Mary Sue Miller Foster. 88, C'reekwood Drive, Murray. died
Poland's government moved
Sunday. April 11, 2010, at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray.
A homemaker, she was a lifelong member of Salem Baptist swiftly Sunday to show that it
Church. Preceding her in death were her husband, Hugh Walton was staying on course after the
Foster, who died April 1, 2009; one daughter, Levida Kaye Foster; deaths of its president and
and one brother. Billy Ray Miller. Born January 19, 1922, in dozens of political, military and
Calloway County. she was the daughter of the late Carl and Ruth religious teat srs, even as tens of
thousands of Poles expressed
Young Miller.
Survivors include one daughter. Bonnie Sue Foster; one son, their grief over the plane crash
Ronald Foster and wife. Lashlee; one sister, Virginia Morris and in Russia that shocked the counhusband. Marlon, and two grandchildren. Leslie Foster and Dr. Scott trY.
New acting chiefs of the milFoster and wife, Hope, all of Murray, four great-grandchildren,
itary were already in place and
Bryant, Cole. Garrett and Paxton; three sisters-in-law, Faye Sanders.
an interim director of the central
Lexington. Pat Foster, Murray, and Jewell Miller, Farmington.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H. bank was named Sunday. with
Churchill Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Salem Cemetery. work running as usual, said
Pawel Gras, a government
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway spokesman.
It was a rare positive note on
County Hospice House, attn. Building Fund. 803 Poplar St.. Murray,
KY 42071; or to Salem Baptist Church, attn. Darren Howard, 507 a day wracked by grief for the
96 dead and laced with
Rob Mason Rd., Murray, KY 42071.
reminders of Poland's dark history with its powerful neighbor.
Raymond Edward Pinvlowsld
The Saturday crash occurred in
Raymond Edward Pawlowski, 85, Murray, died Saturday, April
thick fog near the Katyn forest,
10, 2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
where Josef Stalin's secret
Imes-Miller Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online
police in 1940 systematically
condolences may be made at www.imesmilleccom.
executed thousands of Polish
military officers in the western
Soviet Union.
President Lech Kaczynski
and those aboard the aging
Soviet-built plane had been
headed there to honor the dead.

Economy to remain
'sluggish' into 2011

percent this year, which is less
than usual during the early phase
of a recovery and the reason
unemployment will stay high. It
takes growth of 5 percent for a
year to lower the jobless rate by
1 percentage point, economists
say.
The economy began growing
again last summer. 18 months
after the recession started.
To keep the recovery on
track, the soonest the Federal
Reserve will begin raising shortterm interest rates is the fourth
quarter, 34 of the 44 economists
surveyed told the AP.
Those continued low rates
will help stimulate home sales.
Economists think sales of
previously occupied homes, the
biggest chunk of the market,
will tick up to 5.4 million this
year and to 5.9 million in 2011.
That would mark continued
improvement from the low of
4.9 million in 2008 and be in
line with sales in a healthy economy.
But there's a catch. Sales are
forecast to rise in part because of
another anticipated wave of
foreclosures.
That will keep prices from
rising - and consumers from
spending freely Surging home
equity spurred spending during
the housing boom of the last
decade.
"Our houses are no longer
cash machines." says Allen
Sinai. chief economist at
Decision Economics, who took
part in the AP survey.

Torn

.2.1°

A preliminary analysis showed
the plane had been working fine,
a Russian investigator said.
Tens of thousands of Poles
softly sang the national anthem
and tossed flowers at the hearse
carrying
60-year-old
the
Kaczynski's body Sunday to the
presidential palace after it was
returned
from
Russia's
Smolensk airport, the site of the
crash.
The coffin beanng the president's remains were met first by
his daughter Marta. whose
mother, the first lady. Maria
Kaczynska, also perished in the
crash. She knelt before it, her
forehead resting on the coffin.
She
was followed
by
Jaroslaw Kaczynski, the former
prime minister, and the president's twin brother. He, too,
knelt and pressed his head
against the flag-draped coffin
before rising slowly and crossing himself.
Standing sentinel were four
Polish troopers bearing sabers.
There was no sign of the twins'
ailing mother Jadwiga, who has
been hospitalized. The president
had canceled several foreign
trips lately to be by her side.
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'Design
ing Women' star Dixie Carter dies at 70
LOS ANGELES (AP) Dixie Carter, who was already a
Broadway and television veteran when she found perhaps her
perfect part as the wiser and wittier half of a pair of Southern
sisters who ran an Atlanta interior decorating firm in "Designing
Women," has died, her publicist
said Sunday.
Carter died Saturday in
Houston of complications of
endometrial cancer, Steve Rohr
told The Associated Press. She
was 70.
The Tennessee native used her
unmistakable Southern accent
and style on series like
"Diff'rera Strokes" and "Filthy
Rich" before landing the role of
Julia Sugarbaker on "Designing
Women," the CBS sitcom that
ran from 1986-1993 and had an
endless life in reruns.
She was nominated for an
Emmy in 2007 for a celebrated
seven-episode guest stint on the
ABC
hit
"Desperate
Housewives."
-This ha.s been a terrible blow
to our family," Carter's husband
and fellow actor Hal Holbrook
said in a written statement. "We
would appreciate everyone
understanding that this is a private family tragedy."
Carter lived with Holbrook in
the Los Angeles area but tray-

eled home to Tennessee several
times a year. It was not clear
why she was in Houston when
she died.
She married Holbrook in
1984. The two had met four
years earlier while making the
TV movie "The Killing of
Randy Webster," and although
attracted to one another, each
had suffered two failed marriages and were wary at first.
They finally wed two years
before Carter landed her role on
"Designing Women." Holbrook
appeared on the show regularly
in the late 1980s as her
boyfriend, Reese Watson.
The two appeared together in
her final project, the 2009 independent film "That Evening
Sun," shot in Tennessee and
based on a short story by
Southern novelist William Gay.
The second of three children,
Carter was born in 1939 in
McLemoresville, Tenn.
Carter was the daughter of a
grocery and department store
owner who died just three years
ago at 96. She said at the time of
his death that he taught her to
believe in people's essential
goodness.
"When I asked him how he
handled shoplifting in his new
store, which had a lot of goods
on display. making it impossible

NEW YORK (AP) Although news executives know
their industry is in trouble, most
are unwilling to turn to the government or interest groups for
help.
Three quarters of editors and
news directors polled say they
have "serious reservations"
about government funding of
journalism, and 78 percent say
the same thing about interest
groups, primarily for fear that
independence can be compromised, according to a study by

the Pew Research Center's
Project for Excellence in
Journalism.
Pew surveyed members of
the American Society of News
Editors and Radio Television
Digital News Association and
found that less than half of them
believed their organizations
would be solvent in 10 years
without the discovery of a significant new revenue stream.
"One thing they say is that
we've got to figure this out for
ourselves." said Tom Rosenstiel,
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Gen. Wladyslaw Sikorski was
killed in a mysterious plane
crash off Gibraltar in 1943.
Poland is a young democracy. adopting its constitution in
1997 after decades under communism, but political scientist
Kazimierz Kik of Kielce
University said he was confident
it would remain stable.
'The democracy is passing
the test, there is no doubt about
it" he said. 'This tragedy does
not threaten the state in any
measure, Poland's institutions
are strong. but there is the trauma of the nation."
Among the dead were
Poland's army chief of staff, the
navy chief commander, and
heads of the air and land forces.
At the Field Cathedral of the
Polish Army in Warsaw, hundreds gathered for a morning
Mass and left flowers and written condolences.
Also aboard the aging Tu-154
plane were the national bank
president, the deputy foreign
minister, the army chaplain, the
head of the National Security
Office, the deputy parliament
speaker.
the
Olympic
Committee head.

The coffin was placed aboard
a Mercedes-Benz hearse and
slowly traveled several miles to
the palace, watched by thousands of weeping Poles.
"He taught Poles how to
respect our traditions, how to
fight for our dignity, and he
made his sacrifice there at that
tragic place," said mourner
Boguslaw Staron, 70.
President Dmitry Medvedev
declared Monday a day of
mourning in Russia, and his
country held two minutes of
silence in memory of those
killed in the crash.
Church bells pealed at noon
and emergency sirens shrieked
for nearly a minute before fading.
Hundreds bowed their heads.
eyes closed, in front of the presidential palace. Buses and trams
halted in the streets.
No date for a funeral has
been set and the Polish presidential palace has not yet said if
Kaczynski will lie in state,
though it is not a Polish tradition.
Kaczynski was the first serving Polish leader to die since
exiled World War II-era leader

to keep an eye on everything, he
said. 'Most people are honest,
and if they weren't, you couldn't
stay in business because a thief
will find a way to steal,- Carter
said."You can't really protect
yourself, but papa and I built our
business believing most people

are honest and want to do right
by you."
Carter grew up in Carroll
County and made her stage
debut in a 1960 production of
"Carousel- in Memphis. It was
the beginning of a decades-long
stage career.

LOUR&TIMES

Member of famed 'Dirty
Dozen' unit dies at 88
PHILADELPHIA (AP) John "Jack" Agnew. one of the
original members of a U.S.
Army unit that operated behind
enemy lines in World War II and
is often credited with having
loosely inspired the movie 'The
Dirty Dozen," has died at age
88.
Agnew belonged to the Filthy
Thirteen, an unofficial unit within the 506th Parachute Infantry
Regiment,
101st
Airborne
Division. He was pronounced
dead Thursday at Abington
Memorial Hospital after becoming ill at his home in the Maple
Village retirement community in
Hatboro. where he and his wife
moved about a year ago, his
daughter
Barbara
Agnew
Maloney said.
On D-Day, the Filthy
Thirteen parachuted into France
to take a bridge over the Douve
River. It was "a mission that

would cost most of the men their
lives," according to an article in
the winter 2008-09 edition of
American Valour Quarterly, a
publication of the nonprofit
American Veterans Center.
Before the Battle of the
Bulge, Agnew and other members of the unit were requested
for pathfinder duty and parachuted into Bastogne, which
was besieged by German forces.
Agnew operated a beacon to
help guide in planes carrying
badly needed supplies.
Tales of the unit's exploits
and a Stars and Stripes military
newspaper photograph are said
to have inspired "The Dirty
Dozen.- not because any of the
unit's members were convicts
like the movie's characters they weren't - but because of
their reputation for brawling,
drinking and spending time in
the stockade.

Pew's director. "We can't wait
for Big Brother to help us."
Fifteen percent of the news
executives said they believed
setting up "pay walls' so much
of their content can no longer be
viewed for free would be bringing in significant revenue over
the next three years.
There was even less confidence in the idea of surcharges
placed on monthly Internet hills
as a way of raising money.
Nearly two-thirds of the
executives say that the Internet
is changing journalism by loosening standards. By a nearly 2to- I ratio, broadcast executives

are pessimistic about their
industry's future. It's about an
even split among newspaper
editors. Rosenstiel suggested the
disparity may be because newspaper executives have been
dealing with the financial problems for a longer time than the
broadcasters, and many are
being creative in trying to fight
back. Pew's nonrandom survey.
taken in December and January.
had 353 participants.
"The feeling isn't defeatist,"
he said. "The feeling is the
defeatist ones have left. Those
of us who remain are going to
fight."
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Murray

Poles grieve president killed in plane crash

Mrs. Mary Sue Miller Foster

WASHINGTON(AP)-The
pillars of Americans' financial
security -jobs and home values- will stay shaky well into
2011.
according
to
an
Associated Press survey of leading economists.
The findings of the new AP
Economy Survey, released
Monday. point to an economic
recovery that will move slowly
and fitfully this year and next.
As a result. the Federal Reserve
will be forced to keep interest
rates near zero until at least the
final quarter of this year, threefourths of the economists said.
The new AP survey, which
will be conducted quarterly.
compiles forecasts of leading
private, corporate and academic
economists on a range of indicators, including employment,
home prices and inflation.
Among the first survey's key
findings:
- The unemployment rate
will stay stubbornly high the
next two years. It will inch down
to 9.3 percent by the end of this
year and to 8.4 percent by the
end of 2011. The rate has been
9.7 percent since January. When
the
recession
started
in
December 2007, unemployment
was 5 percent.
- Home prices will -ernain
almost flat for the next two
years. even after plunging an
average 30 percent nationally
since their peak in 2006. The
economists forecast no rise this
year and a 2.3 percent gain next
year.
--- The economy will gnaw 3
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Melaka Ladles Golf
Wednesday was the first day of the season for the Kenlake Stati
Park Ladies Golf League. Interested ladies are invited to join the
group each Wednesday at 9: a.m for golf. A scramble is played each
week
For information call 1-270-354-9346.
Winners on April 7 were Louise Parker, Kay Norman and Jean
Vance. Joanne Welsch had a chip in on hole #6. Other players were
Daisy Durham, Gloria Thies, Mary Madajczyk. Freda Elkins, Ina
Horton and Betty Judah.

"Let's Get Together" to celebrate women
and children of any age will be Thursday.
May 6,at 6 p.m. in the gym at Murray's First
United Methodist Church. Join the group for
a potluck supper and bring a meat, vegetable
or salad but no desserts. Each one should
wear an apron, old or new,for the something
special to do in making your own ice cream
sundae.
The event is being sponsored by the First
United Methodist Women of the church. For
more information call 436-5755.

Ladies of the Oaks

Special Olympics plan event

Murray/Calloway County Special Olympics
will host an April Family Fun event on Thursday
at Sullivan's miniature golf course at 6 p.m. The event is open to all
special Olympic athletes, their families and friends, and anyone
interested in learning more about the program. For more information
call 293-9054.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

Photo provided
BOOK PRESENTATION:"The Amencan Patnots Handbook,"
was presented to the fifth grade class of Kellye Steele at the
Southwest Elementary School by Woodmen of the World
Lodge 170. Pictured are Jacot Blackwelder, Tyler Smith and
Libby Roberson, students, looking at the book.

LBL hosting Nature
Photography Workshop
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re. It's about an
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her and January,
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GOLDEN POND, Ky. - home. The workshop is limited
Budding photographers are to 20 participants to ensure more
invited to attend the annual personal instruction.
Nature Photography Mini"We look forward to this
Workshop on Saturday. April workshop each year and are
24. at Woodlands Nature Station excited to have Denise Boaz and
in Land Between The Lakes Gross Magee back again," said
(LBL) Natienal Recreation LBL interpreter Carrie Szwed.
Area.
"Whatever type of camera you
Republicans plan meeting
The workshop is from 10 a.m. use, nature photography is a
The Calloway County Republicans will meet tonight (Monday)
to 2 p.m.. and will be led by dis- great way to enjoy, record, and
at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library.
tinguished regional nature pho- learn about LBL's natural beautographer. Denise Boaz, and ty."
New Concord Club will meet
Murray
State's
Graphic
The $30 workshop fee covers
New Concord Homemakers Club will meet Tuesday at I p.m. at Communication
s faculty mem- the cost of the program. instructhe home of Vicki C'astan. The lesson on "Home Cleaning Products ber.
Gross Magee. During this tional book on photography and
-Safe, Healthy and Green" will be presented. For information call
four-hour mini-workshop. Boaz admission to the Nature Station.
436-2089.
will explain exposure and com- Participants should bring a camposition. then help participates era(35mm SLR or digital). sevEast Council will meet
practice photography skills as eral rolls of film, lunch and
East Elementary School Based Decision Making Council will they take photos
in the field. drinks and dress appropriately.
meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the teacher's lounge. Kathy Crouch, prin- Magee will
offer tips and advice for the weather. Pre-registration
cipal, invites all interested persons to attend.
about using digital cameras.
and full deposits are required by
Participants will also receive calling (270)-924-2020.
East PTA event Tuesday
an instructional book to take
The East Elementary School PTA will have a fundraiser at
Culver's of Murray all day on Tuesday. Those attending need to
mention Share Day for East Elementary for the funds to be placed
for the PTA.

Dennison will be speaker

The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (The Tea Party
Movement) will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the large room at the
Calloway County Public Library. Brian Dennison, a West Point
graduate and with 27 months of service in the United States Military
in Iraq, will present the program, according to Dan Walker, program
leader. All interested persons are invited.

Photo Enthusiasts Group to meet
The Jackson Purchase Photo Enthusiasts Group(JPEG) will meet
tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at His House Ministries, Hwy. 301
South, Mayfield. The public is invited.

Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will
meet Tuesday at 4 p.m at the school. The public is invited.

North Council will meet

11
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Lodge 728 plans meeting
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet Monday at 5 p.m. at
Harmon Hall. Emestine Hargis and Mildred Horn will be hostesses.

Contest entry forms due Tuesday

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at University
Church of Christ. located at the corner of US 641 North and Ky. 121
Bypass. Murray. Those attending are asked to enter through the rear
door located on the west side of the church. The only requirement is
that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or
friend.

Tickets being sold for
benefit dinner/dance
CADIZ, Ky. - The Janice
Mason Art Museum is now selling tickets for its upcoming
annual benefit dinner/dance.
scheduled for April 24 at Lake
Barkley Conference Center.
The event begins at 5 p.m.
with a buffet dinner served at 6
p.m The Temple Airs of
Evansville, the same "big band"
from previous years will urge
dancers to their feet from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. Tickets must be purchased in advance and can be
purchased by visiting the museum office during regular business hours or by calling (270)
522-9056 with credit card information. In addition to the food
and music, attendees can place
their bids on art and art-related
items in a silent auction.
Because the event's theme this
year is the Kentucky Derby. a
hat competition will be part of
the fun.
"The dinner/dance is our most
important fund-raising event."
said event chair Karen Clement.
"It's a great way to enjoy a good

Items needed
for pantry

MMS Council will meet

Entry forms for the Woodwind, Percussion and Brass Contests
for middle and high school, private school and home schooled students in Murray and Calloway County to be April 20 at 6:30 p.m. by
the Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club are due by
Tuesday. For information call Linda Scott at 227-2355 or 753-7944.

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled bridge on Wednesday, April 7.
JoAnne Auer, hostess, announced the following winners:
Mary Alice Smith. first, and JoAnne Auer. second
Bridge will be held at the club on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
Ladies wishing to play are asked to call Ann Gupton, hostess, at
753-9733 to sign up.

Special to the Ledger

North Calloway Elementary School Based Decision Making
Council will meet Monday at 3:30 p.m. at the schooi. The public is
invited.

idout

e-mail: ju.burkeenftmurravledger.rom

Photo provided
MSU CONCERT: Murray State University's String Program
will hold its String Orchestra Concert at 6 p.m. on Tuesday in
the Performing Arts Hall on the campus of MSU. The program
includes the "Vitali Chaconne," featuring violin soloist Dr. SueJean Park. professor at MSU Dr. Stephen Brown from the
keyboard faculty will be featured as well, performing on the
organ. Prof. Park will be performing under the baton of Guest
Conductor Joseph Eunkwan Choi, associate conductor of the
Owensboro Symphony Orchestra and music director/conductor of the Owensboro Symphony Youth Orchestra. For more
information call 809-ARTS (2787).

Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry- for the clients. They
are canned pasta, salmon or
tuna, canned chicken, baking
mix or flour, corn meal, macaroni & cheese and datmeaikeraal for pantry, eggs, frozen meat
and vegetables and fresh fruits
and vegetables for freezer/cooler, dish liquid, toilet paper,
shampoo, bleach, diapers size 4
and 5, razors, soap and toothpaste for personal hygiene and
cleaning supplies: Poptarts. single serve size cereal bars, pudding cups, juice boxes, lunch
size brown paper bags, peanut
butter or cheese crackers for the
Back-Pack Program for children.
These items 'nay be taken to
the Need Line building at 63R
South Fourth St., Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday.
For information call 7536333.

dinner, fabulous music and support the arts in the community
all at the same time. You might
even make the winning bid on a
piece of art, or win tickets for
next year."
In other museum news,
JIMAM will partner with
Twilight Theatre Productions
for "Dueling Chefs" on April
17-18 at the Cadiz Renaissance
Center. Call 1270) 436-2399 for
ticket information.
More information is available
by calling the museum visiting
www.jmam.org. Museum hours
are Tuesday through Saturday
from 10 p.m. to 4 p.m.. and 1
p.m. to 4 p.m. on Sundays.

Hickory Woods.
Rettrement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peltier

We are finally finished with basketball! We all drew for teams and
David Shelton drew the lucky
winning team. Duke. His prize
was a basket full of goodies. Now
it's time to forge ahead with baseball.
Our birthday wish goes out to
Micki Chapman this week. Micki•
received all kinds of birthday
cards and wishes. Happy Birthday,
Micki and many more!
We ventured out this week to the
Amish community in Marion,
Kentucky. We loaded up the van
with residents and brought along)
all kinds of good picnic food_ We
stopped at Yoder's Greenhouse
and Baked Goods and endulged in
some fantastic homemade sweets.
We took the ferry to Cave-InRock, IL State Park which was a
fun experience. We sent Mitzi
down all the steps and into the
cave to take pictures. There were
Just way too many steps for us to
handle We think it was one of the
hest trips we've taken in a long
time.
We were exhausted Friday night
from our trip but we had some
great entertainment with the
Mennonite Harmony Choir. That
was such a nice way to relax after
a full day..
We are looking forward to healthful weather this week and whin'.
ever lenise and Mitzi have
planned for us.
...Nothing else looks or feels like
home but we come close
54 Lfterbark Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone: frm 7;4-5-90 • 1-8811-231-5014

CALLOWAY COUNTY
P1ccUOOL/l*.D sTAR
SPRING R EGISTR ATION

Friday, April 16th
from 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
It your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st. 2010 come and
register You will need to bring the following with you

a/ Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
( W-2's or Income Taxes for 2009)
1/ Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)

H owAieD,RORR E D
11'601POU N DS
"Iry For( Fuji. Commit Liu Succeed!"

Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.
Calloway will provide transportation in the city and the eouw..

/0 Wee-A-- CoeAdzseTo A Ei'errew VOZ/i
609 Coldwater Rd • Murray', KV 42071
www.dinheyfir.com • 753-6111
1•016

Secretary 'c
Day is
April 21st!
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641c

1625 121 N Bypass • 12701873-2900
www destiyetotichnonst COT

ft. 11ionday. April 12. 2010
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DEADLINES
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$8.50 Column Inch, MP', Discount 2nd Run
40°1 Discount 3rd Run
.11( I Ad. Mii.t RIO/ Within ,
I I) 1) Period )
63.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
Irssi
$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - (her 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart
Saver

111.in.
Start Sew
Today

F11ijt.

16z5p.a.
WM I p.m.
Thur,11 La.
Thur 1pip

TbuisM
FrodrI
Saturtia

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask
for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whihiell Ave.-Office Hours: Monda
y-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

260
iecede Horne Lots For Sate

Lead
*dm

LOT $8500 753 6012

LEGAL NOTICE
KENTUCKY LABOR CABINET

:03IDS for mowing of
i; Bethel Cemetery are
being taken until April

30 Contact iudth
',Lamb, 543 Temple Hill
•", Dr., Almo KY 42020
TURKEY
HUNTERS

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies
do
OCCUE. Readers using
this information do so
al their own risk
Although persons and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
nmes, nor any of its
employees
accept
any
responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities

webpage at
munnyledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork coot

By default.
Murray and local job
listinp will appear em
ins website.
However. as a national
website. not an lielASS
oil the jobeetweeteore

are placed ttroegh
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes Please call
us if you hese any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

EXPERIENCED con
LOST BORDER
Collie, male, East
Calloway, 280-Hwy
(270)227-8225

(270) e93-9781
(270) 436-2626

LOST
BENGAL CAT
Green View Dnse area
Lost March 23 after fight
with lack Russell dog.
Anyone with into please

call 270-293-7149 or
270-293-9001

Reward offered.
Cat's name is Mack
and he looks like this cat.
Would like to have
Kik

GUN
SHOW
V

at Traders
Mall off of 124
exit 16.
April 17 & 18

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help,
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Sat 9-5
Sun 9-3

Call 753-1916

Admission

LOST: "Mocha8mo. old kitten. Small,
black. tan gray with
pink collar. Very timid.
Missing since Tuesday
night in Riviera Courts.
Reward.
226-8150, 227-9426.

$5.00
kids 12 +
under free.
Register for
gun giveaway.
•Buy *Sell or
•Trade

\IN. I'! \l DO
Oser 75 ,1%
choriee Irem
kit Mirvi
0555 .nee 1.11.0
hercrifor.com
753.9113K

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray
Ledger & Times will
be responsible for
only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediately so corrections
can be made.

BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions.
State
Registered
Nursing
Assistants. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package. Apply in person at Britthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
E0ErAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
NAVY RESERVE
Serve part-time. No
military exp needed
Paid training & potential sign-on bonus.
Great benefits
Retirement. Call Mon Fri 1 -800-777-NAVY

MOM COMPUTERS
SeroceiSaies
Repairs/Lipgradee
759.3556

Buy

vete workers and
laborers Call Scott
753-0005 leave Message

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004

FT/PT Resort Grounds
Maintenance 4362345

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999

FULL-TIME
maintenance position opening
with benefits. $8.75
per hour, non-negotiable. Must be able to
bend, stoop, and lift at
least
50
lbs.
Knowledge of electrical, plumbing, and light
carpentry
required.
Previous maintenance
experience preferred.
Hilldale Apartments
64 Hilldale Lane *301
Hardin, KY 42048
Phone (270)437-4113
EOE
NOW hiring for seasonal housekeeping
and maintenance, 4362767. Apply at 1024
Paradise Dnve.
TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. Apply
in person.
TIRED of that small old
dull
routine?
Bntthaven of Benton is
currently
accepting
applications for persons interesting in
becoming a SRNA
(state registered nurse
aide). We offer an
excellent benefit paceage. Apply in person
at Bntthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE
CALLS
PLEASE

Arbon
For SSIO
GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430
HOT tub with cover &
seats 4. Original cost
$3,000 Will sell for
$400 obo. Call
759-1020, 293-7133.
HOTPOINT side by
side refngeratoo freezer, white $250
978-087.6

STORM
SHELTERS
Stark_s Rosa.
awes in geor.ao
ar Mayfield ICE
Cad
1-804-455-3001
tor
a

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

EXCELLENT condi
tion, 2BR. IBA, duplex
apartment, great location Stove & refrigerator,
$450;rent,
$450/deposit,
lyr
lease.
270-293-3761
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. Al appliances
including washer,
dryer. and dishwasher.
$510dmo 759-5885 or
293-7085
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H1A, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
Trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696,
293-4600
NICE,
1BR,
wee
smoke free, no pets, 1
yr lease $350/mo.
226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
MD 01 -800-648-6056
i,iiliI

I MI S;

Super CloanIng
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
bottom? Give
Me a call 731-3363891

a

IlrLl

I lir ,

340
Houses For Rant
1BR on KY lake Den,
sunporch. deck, 2 car
garage, stove, refrigerator. wee C/H/A. $300
deposit.
5450/mo.
Cats
OK.
354
Driftwood Lie, Murray,
KY 42071
436-5459
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1990 ST RT 121 S., Murray, KY
(270)759-9694
SCRAP CONTAINI RS AVAEAfILE tN ALL SIZES

(270)753-7728

Murray La

Hewn
All rrai esti
.uhpekl
ristviiii A

&Pital te a
el(r,
4011 Neel
Fa, *Y.

360

I

Free Pallets

Houses For NW

3BR IBA, W&D
included $650imo,
$650/dep. 603
Sycamore. 3BR, 'IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave
$750/mo, $750elep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

CITY WIDE YARD SALE IS
SATURDAY MAY IST

3BR, 2BA, 2 car
garage, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9898

PLACE YOUR YARD SALE AD
WITH US TODAY
DEADLINE FOR FRIDAY IS
THURSDAY BEFORE 10:00AM.

FOR Sale or Lease:
38R 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock. 2
1/2 car garage
270-873-7826

30 WORDS OR LESS $11.00
31-70 WORDS $18.00.
FREE YARD SALE KIT WITH AD

SMALL 2BR. appliances furnished, $395
rent & $395 deposit.
1yr lease, no pets
270-753-6156

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
UrDrr of 121s. & Ginidek.
IOW $25 101E15 $40
12701436-2524
12701 2934906
_
PREMIER

360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
253-7668

I.

April
Showe
ringmay
rs

MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe 8. clean
•We sell boxes'
eNe rent U-Hauls
753-9600

AU sizes to

fit your needs
Located M
Froggy radio station
7
9 759G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

I

I

All Hoe ads
placed in our
paper are
posted on our
website for tree!
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MINI
STORAGE
1111131 •-.0m1111111
All Size Units • Climate on
2417 Surveillance • Eleericlty
812 WhItnell Ave.

753-3853
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1 yr. -....-.S105.00
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OversizE
$25,000
Wiswell
Saratoga
Financin
Call 227.

3 acre lo
gious Sit3
Beautiful
division
side of h
allowed!
best lots
and a sn
time offe
$79.900.
$85,000.
Owner 4
6767 psi
southhor

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo..
$75.00

Money Order

Visa

MX

Name
I St Address
1 City
1
1 State
p
1 Daytime Ph
1
Mail this coupon with payment to
1
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918
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1150a( KY

Call Jill Stephens or Ashley. Morris at 753-1916
and 'place your ad today!
'.?\2 S1.1.00 a week 2i1 S6.00 a week 713 week contract
Runs on Monday

1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two
Bedroom Apartment,

(270) 753-1713
DO you need somewhere for your child to
spend the summer? A
safe Christian environment to have fun?
Come join the All-star
program at Kidztown
Academy. Call 7615439 for more information

/----

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

WARD ELKINS
rilL
IFTC-71eideare

4$2gigtialigeM
When R Does Call Key Recycling

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

ti

Duplex f
Northwo
270-293.

Srin

4E1R, Cle/A. all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898

r ELAM 54iOolLmn1

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray

753-9224
121.1 ASI 1.1 AVE:
MUSSAGI.
NICK M(
(LI IFIt OWNER
SIN( 1 1993
-THANKS FOR YOUR BIIMNI NS
•

Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

26R, 1.5BA, townahouse
very
nice.
Coleman RE 753-9898

270-753455e
TDB 1400-545-11133
Ext. Xi

171111

(AMP SI PT1C CLEANING
- 01 MURRAY, KY RI son NI! I. & COMMA( I \ I

Ron Sallin- Agent

28R near MSU appliances furnished,
CTH/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

A/411011ES. Cal Larry
753-3633

I

Including Mutual of Omaha
And The
ALL-IN-ONE PLAN FROM HUMANA

1BR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

100 Km
Black Al
Product
Saturda
Lone Of
10000 L
Harden,
TN Call
(731) 37

ferry 1,tuusi5,.),” !sad, • '

Check out my Medicare
Supplements and
Medicare Advantage Plans.
8-companies to choose from

1BR furnished upstairs
apt. including utilities
270-873-5485

-'-(l-;l-'4 ii

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

FREE HELP IN CLALM FILING FOR KY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

1BR apt furnished
Call 753-3474
NOW
pre-enrolling
children ages 0-5 yrs.
at Christian childcare
center, located at 810
Whitnell
by
Neon
Beach. Full-time child
care rates 5110/week.
Part-time rate $23iday.
767-1177. Come grow
wit‘, t.s

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A. $130 on
Part B Call me for more information.

1 OR 28r apts rea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

Kentucky Labor Cabinet

DISCLAIMER
When axes. sing the
'help wanted- section
00(40 classifieds

payment plan

"TURNING 65 SOON„

Email resume vrtth cover Metter and three
references to obeli Olfoxcpa.com.
No phone coot- or drop-ins

inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay or
Avoid

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

NICE 2BR $285.00
No cats 753-6012

J.R. Gray. Secretary

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Doe:, Your Polley Pay 109% of
the Deductibles?

NICE 2 bedroom. no
pets, 753-9866

ARE YOU EXTRAORDINARY?
CH.o.se-kriii, fast paced CPA firm seeking
expenericed, multi-tasking bookkeeper_
GuickBooks proficiency experience in payroil and
taxation and great sense of humor a plus

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-ArTengrnanif *violist

Lou V. McGarry

NICE 16X80. 2BR
28A, all appliances
furnished on private lot
close to town &
school. $450/mo.
deposit. 753-7930 or
293-1761

Betthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position We also offer an
excellent benefit package Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Barthaven of Bentor
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

S1-11H-T
AKC,
wormed
251-031

4111
Uwe

- PREPLANNING -

INSURANCE

AKC m
Houset
neutere
978-641
DOBEF
AKC 6ready
Awe 2',

DOG 0
(270)43

BUSINESS& SERVICE DIRECTORY---1,

L

Pursuant to Kentucky Revised Statute 338.051 and
803 KAR 2,0t0, notice is hereby given. The
Kentucky Occupational Safety and Health
Standards Board, hereinafter referred to as Board.
will meet Tuesday. May 4,2010 at 1,30 p.m. Ef/ST
in the Breathitt Room at the Galt House, 140 North
Fourth Street, louinville. Kentucky The Board will
consider adoption la a September 9. 2009 final rule
updating standards based on national consensus
standards relating to personal pratective equipment
and a March 17. 21110 direct final rule revising the
notification requirements in the exposure determination provisions of the hexavalent chromium standard.; and correction of an inadvertent deletion of a
reference to 29)1'S 1910 333 rbs2siiiirCi. In addition, any standards, rules, or regulations published
in the Federal Register after general notice of this
hearing may be addressed. Prior to the meeting
date, interested persons may submit comment in
writing to the Kentucky Labor Cabinet. Office of
Standards Interpretation and Development, 1047
CS HWY 127 South, Suite 4, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601, or in person at the meeting.
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nonReady
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Swims Offered

DLINES

CHURCH buldng.
Pews and-an
approximately, 1 *OM
of ground. Murray,
KY
Cal (800) 542-2827
O( cell (931) 279-1267
'Good to "Fair conditionReady to use!

Electric

-'111W2-4
Bedrolls beau be
Mates.

Smite ."(1
24 pious ssavict
Res
Lkeit
All jobs hig fit sof.:

C

rii
rde
fisd
ei

753-9562

218-71172

436-5141 A-AFFORDe Bey Housed. ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
hneneduge
funk & tree work.
Debt Pate!
Pots& Suppiss
Santee an Emate
ADAMS Horne
In Forerlosure
Improvement
AKC male Maltese
Lecallionia Buyers
Additions, Remodeling,
Can linty'
Housebroken.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
to Coat Tr, Yo.1
neutered $175. Cali
Laminate
Floors
, No !Nulty
978-6404
Repairs, workers comp
V4E1HOME.00hq
DOBERMAN Pinscher
ORR 761-110M. Insured
AKC 6-male, 6-female,
227-2617
ready third week of allimmor••••••••••••arwronnuirs
ANDRUS Excavating
April. 270-753-0531.
and Septic Systems.
DOG Obedience
aity Wads*
Dozer, back hoe, and
(270)436-2858.
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
SHIH-TZU
puppies 99 GMC Yukon Denak
on
septic systems.
AKC, CKC, shots 4WD, 114,000 miles
Now offenng septic
wormed. $300 270- $5,800. 436-5160.
tank
pumping. Metal
251-0310 evenings
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
TUESDAY Apnl 13
SERVICE & PARTS
100 Heed Sell
0 10:30 a.m ABC (270) 293-8726 OR
Black Angus Female
Finance will auction a 759-5534
Production Sale. Noon 2000 Pontiac Grand Chuck Van Buren
Saturday, April 24.
Am 0 1550 Lowes Dr.
Lone Oaks Farm,
10000 Lake
Hardeman. Middleton,
TN. Call for Catalog
(731) 376-0011.

LAWN BOY
LAWN SERVICE
F rot' Isut„tsea,i.
estimate
We are in'-'
Getin'v.r• •
- time slots art

ral Home
,1 42071

We Finance

Owners

Reel bade
Duplex for sale in
Northwood $98,000.
270-293-1446
Murray ledger & Time* Fair
lioustng Ad Notice
All real 14.1 te advertord herein
o ,ulaect to the Feder& Fair
}lousing Act Much mai, It

illegal to athertisir ath Frier-

enks. imitanon or .111
/
4-ornma
non ha,d 0 are
gion vet. TlithIt.
to,or 0.),.'-al 15,0c Inter
nor to 1114111, any turf, reser
reke, hrrulanons, docrirrana-

It NUR

non

:11SINI SS
1s

Stale laws hret4J. dek-rithrnatIon
in the ,ale rentai or adNertr.unt
ot real etre based un tact, an
additron k, thane prntected
under teceral la.

hollandmetorsalescorr
270453-4461
2009 white. Hyundai
accent
hatchback
7100-miles, 37-42mpg,
10yr/100,000 nide warranty, $13,000. 2931193. 293-9829.
2001 Crown Victoria,
police-interceptor.
white, good body.
paint & tires. Runs &
dnves good, 174k,
52.700 OBO.
(270)556-6527

knonIngls Aid.r4 art

ad,rtsans for real estate whia-if
isnot al auto)..:0 the law AD
per,on, are hereth interned
that all dwellings advernsed ate
a,&lab& Oil MI KRIA opport,
nal} tra..

,MINATE
• CARPET

For turthe, assetarre with FAIT
roqnurete000, conLtki NAA (ounce
RrIle P
'71;6414-1,1a)

Toon 1
Taior Murray
_

liousieg Sdvertfaing

P"'Prel
Hazel KY

BAILEY S
LAWN -CARE &
DIRT SERVICE

1999 Jayco fiberglass,
5th wheel, 37 ft., 3
slides, w&d, new tires,
$11,500 0130.
(270)436-5707
31' MOTORHOMET
2002 Fleetwood Terra
Class A. One owner.
Excellent condition.
(No Slide) $24.500
270-227-5414

i270,293 3161
BELCHER Painting
Residential
Commercial. Interior.
Exterior,
Free
Estimates. 270-2932028-Jerod
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service.
Mowing.
shrubs, tilling, bushhogging. bledework.
270-978-0543
270-436-5277
BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fixers &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-2228.
CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp
293-8814
DK% 1‘ %I 1.10
•

916

L.Reality
Unbellevabie

ntr,act

Log Cabin Salo
Sat April 24th
LOG CABIN A 2 AC

lets

Only $69,900

k of
It Times
;t Serve

%.41 FREE Boat
Slips(
Ready to linen log
cabin & 2 acres abutting nature
preserve at 160,000
acre recreational lake
in KY.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154. x 3471.
kylakesale.com

Calls

.ALE IS
1ST
SALE AD
•Y
DAY IS
I 0:00AM.
* $11.00
8-041
WITH AD

For Sale -1
Builders
Special!!
Oversized
Lot's
$25,000
Location:
Wiswell at King next to
Saratoga Springs.
Financing Available.
Call 227-8393

IMES

cal Mall

iCalkomoy)

••••••-•-$43.110

Idler Mail
scriptierts
-......

3 acre lot in prestigious Saratoga Farms.
Beautiful country subdivision on the West
side of Murray. horses
allowed! One of the
best lots with trees
and a small pond! First
time offered by owner
$79,900. now or
$85,000. listed in May.
Owner 0931 -2066767 pictures on midsouthhomos.net
460
Harass For am

M/('

-----

•

2.100 sq. ft. 4BR
2.58A,
screened
porch, 2 car attached
garage on 2 acres. 5
minutes from Mun ay.
Call 270-853-1999.
IMMACULATE bock
home, never been
lived in 3BR. 2BA
detached garage on 2
large lots. $95,000
753-9887

nen( to
N....0 1,, if.
MATS

71
16

VINTAGE house boat,
18x51, all new interior,
twin diesel. 15kw gen.
$18,000 OBO.
(270)436-5707
1992 24' pontoon boat
with 70hp motor & trailer. 1984 Alumacraft
17 with 70hp motor &
trailer. 270-436-2464.

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655, 759-9295
l&M
LAWN SERVLCE •
Mowing, Manicuring,

TIMES

ca

allows

Call us wa will be glad
to Nap.
Murray Ledger I Tomes
270-753 1916

Landscaping & leaf Vacuuming
',alio action guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
•Watei- & Termite
Damage
*Decks
ig-kima' Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Cong.
New homes, Additions.
Remodel, Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repay.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
Licensed & Insured
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
"WOWS
*MHO
lite we satellite, Ore
man ciplianCed
in if Ky.
OP Tom Tigisr IVO

753-7728
Dam Lawn Care
227-1916

l\1\11`.1..N.
RI N11111.1,1

FREE
ESTIMATES
(270)873491
DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Free Estimates
(270)226-0505 Dave

Worm's Turf
7048 State Route 94 W
Murray.KY 42071
270 485-4083

• Installation
• Pick-up or Delivery

'

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING
I ‘Itk'S
I \‘‘\
%RE

4270)227-6160

MITCHELL

MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable.
reliable, gutters, mulch,
shrubs trimmed. haw
ing, 11 years aspenence. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS

LAWN Mowing
service. Insured.
16-years experience.
Call (270)759-4564

•
270-703-1021
2701703-100L5
Johnny 0- Bryan
(270)759-0501
ML Garage DOOM
Installation, Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators 293-2357

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, April 13. 2010:
This year, niany opportunities
have more impact than meets the
eye Your ability to get a project
off the ground draws strong
results and allows greater influence. Handle each offer carefully. You are about to complete a
life cycle; be sure you don't
enter a new life cycle with anything that doesn't suit you. If you
are single, your charisma speaks
for itself. You have many offers.
If you are attached, remember
that a relationship is a two-way.
street. Curb a need to be dominant. Another ARIES could he a
soul mate.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Consider what you want.
An upcoming New Moon in your
sign heralds new possibilities
You will have to do some of the
work, from deciding on the goal
in question to making a resolution.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Let others run the show.
Whether you need to do more
research or get down to some
basics, take the necessary
FUTRELL'S Tree
space and time. Endurance anci
Service
follow-through make a differTrimming, removal, ence.
stump grinding fire- GEMINI(May
21-June 29)
wood. Insured.
***** You have the ability to
489-2839.
energize others and hit a home
run. You understand better than
Green Acres
many other signs that success
Lawn Care
comes with teamwork. How you
A Cut Above The
explain to others what their role
Rest
is can pull them in. Do your thing'
•Shrub ana tree
tnmming
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*Gutter cleaning
***** You could be reinvigo•Other services
rated by a situation or a boss. As
*Quality service at
a result, you decide to carry the
affordable prices
responsibility and hit a home run.
753-4455
You have a lot of problems with
authority.
H
%v\.11 LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Take an overview.
\I N \ ‘(.1 i\1f \
Detach trom the story and eye
• weep, & special plc
the big picture. No longer play
• Wall), mi.ned/operated
out a role in a dispute or conver759-1151 • 293-2703 sation. Become an onlooker. You
will understand much more
293-2784
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Hamilton ;hinge **** Work with an opportunity
for a new beginning. You need to.
ilk \larble
mow what you want and what
3301 St. Rt 121N. limits you need to establish. Stay
75378087 " on top of your game and don t
allow anyone to intimidate you
You know what you want Expect
to get lust that
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
JUNK
**** Know when to allow
another person to assume CPC REMOV
trol. You could be slightly overwhelmed by everything that is
happening. Listen to several
the
associates, who have strong
won't
opinions
for tree oath/lite.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Put your best foot forward
and expect to yield the promised
results. Fatigue plays a signith
• ant role in your decisions
Professional 1ree
Knowing that, refuse to change
Service Complete flee
gears, but also be more obserremoval, gutter
vant of what others say and do
cleaning.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
insured 753-TREE***** For artists and creative
(8733) Emergency
sorts, the building New Moon
293-1118

'Poo, Tate Guy,
20 Years Experience,
Pool Isom Bcugni, Sot,
Sarricati aid Moved
731-819-4655

Ledger &
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POOR BOYS
LAWN CARE
t'Vr Pf
'JO 6n.43841VC1;111
`rfCie-')1 01* fel
:tt,

'

-

• In,Atrkl,-tling• wt.

(270)227-9153

ProLawn
Lawn Care
{270) 293-1921

BROS. PAVING
IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH'i'OUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726

227-4646 436-3080

• Many

MURRAY Power Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding. sidewalks, driveways. parking lots, etc
293-7063. 293-7022.

QUICK
LINE STRIPING
*Pancing lots
•Poltioieiorack repair
• Seal ooatrig
available
Free Estimates

uetio Boggess
(270)293-2822
WILL 'now trim
mulch, paint, clean-up,
or help move
(270)293-9086

Times

iscoolles Mar
highlights your innate talents.
What is created in the next few
days could be unusually dynamic and interesting. If you are single, you will want to take special
notice of someone who enters
your life.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Stay close to home if possible. Real estate also could tie
into events and decisions at the
present moment. Many of you
could be considering a change.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your decision to have
and complete an important conversation marks your next few
days. Understand that you can
recycle and have a new beginning in a relationship.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Remain on top of your
finances. Know what you cannot
afford and be willing to follow
through with a "no." The clearer
you are, the better your decisions.

ROOFING
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Don 'r be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!

Richard Price
270)293-8035
Jeremy Workman
1270 9r787812

l

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034
L-OCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates.
(270)227-8417

T
Square
Home
Todd's Auto Detail
Repair
AM auto detailing.
Handyman
specialibrig.in acid
"Spring
Special"
rain removat•YES
Cleaning siding r,
, WE CAN
decks Free estimateLicensed & Insureo
262-490-4692.
270-759-4116
(2701 205-9826'
THE Murray Ledger &
(270) 227-5648
Times considers as
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Ace Tree
Readers using Ins
Service
information do so at
their own risk Although
& Stump
persons and compaRemoval
nies mentioned herein
Aenal BucketTruck
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Insured
Ledger & Times, nor
(270)898-8733
any of its employees
accept any responsibil(270)564-8798
ity whatsoever for their
WESLEY'S
activities.
Lawn
Maintenance. Relax!
Let us do your lawn
this year! Landscaping,
mowing, edge shrubs.
mulching, leaf removal.
YEARRY'S
Tree tree service, seeding,
Service Free esti- fertilizing
aerating.
mates Phone
References available
436-2562. 227-0267
No Contract Required.
TUTOR available. All Free estimates &
insured. Over 15yrs.
subiects
experience. Block and
270-994-9218
Subdivision discounts
m'crraytutoal Ugmali COT
270-703-9610.

[S_UBSCRIBE

Full Service
Grooming
For All Breeds
of Dogs & Cats
Cindy Holt Groomer
Calf

Today For An Appointment

(270) 753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271

Robertson Rd. South

Heretea

Faore:Lnce
Small
Animal Car,

Kentucky Region One Medical Reserve
Corps is seeking medical and non medical
volunteers in Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken Counties.

In times of need Kentucky HELPS!!
To join Region One Medical Reserve Corps and KHELPS,
register at https:/ /khelps.chfs.k-y.gov.
Free training for health professionals and lay volunteers
willing to volunteer in public health emergencies or disasters.
Kentucky Region One MRC - a Joint effort of Purchase District and
Marshall County Health Departments
270-247-1490
270-527-1496

44Pr

training with nursing CElls - May 22, 2010 in Bowling Green
zttee
,

MURRAY IRON WORKS
"The Amazing Men with Metal"
Murray Iron Works, LLC, is a local company with traditional values. Providing
quality and service to our customers and the community is at the core of our business philosophy. Our goal is to provide a full service welding and fabrication
facility. We would like to fill the role in the community of the "Blacksmith Shop",
as well as a modern fabrication facility for our varying clientele.
• Custom Ornamental Railing
• Security Doors
• Industrial Rail
• Metal Stairs

• Structural Steel
• Machine Guards
• Spiral Stairs
• Concrete Embedded Items

We have the capabilities for repair, general fabrication, custom fabrication and
design build projects utilizing many types and grades of steel, stainless steel, aluminum and cast iron. We have in-house design and detailing services. This allows
us to fill our customers' needs and requirements.
"SBA Woman Owned Business"

Contact Mark Glassgow
318 Solar Drive • P.O. Box 647• Murray, KY 42071
270.761.IRON • Fax: 270.761.4767 • markg@murrayiron.com
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Published is a picture of of
Marie Taylor. piano teacher at
Murray State University, enjoying a laugh with Vickie and
Thomas King at the MSU Performing Arts Hall. Taylor was
being honored with a recital performed by the Kings in recognition of her 30 years of teaching at MSU.
Debbie Lampe. supervisor of
Murray Preschoo/Head Start, discussed the project at a meeting of the Murray Kiwanis Club.
In high school baseball games
Murray Tigers won 6-5 over
Greves County Eagles and Calloway Lakers won 9-1 over Mayfield Cardinals
:.Twenty years ago
:'Murray High School won first
place and Calloway County High
School won second in the Senior
Division of the Kentucky High
Suhool Speech Tournament. In
the Juniior Division, Murray High
Solmol Freshmen took third place
and Calloway County Middle
School took sixth place.
::Births reported include a boy
to: David and Martha Parker.
Miuch 31; a girl to Anglea and
Joiy Skees. April 6; a girl to
Susan and Gary Govern, a boy
to Ten and Richard Brawner and
a girl to Stacey and Pat Wray,
Apnl 7; a boy to Deborah and
Mark Rogers. a girl to Diane
and Gary McCoil and a boy to
James and Keith Colbert, April
9.
Thirty years ago
Johnny Bohannon, supervisor
of instruction of the Calloway
County Board of Education, was
named assistant supenntendent by
the board to replace Ron McAlister who resigned to assume
the position of superintendent of
the Fulton City Independent
School System. Nancy Williams
Lovett was named as supervisor of instruction and Franklin
Samuel Harp was named high
school football coach by the

board.
Mancil Vinson, director of
Alumni Affairs at Murray State
University, was the speaker at
a meeting of the Murray Lions
Club held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Forty years ago
The dedication and note burning ceremony for the pastonum
of Sinking Spnng Baptist Church
took place today. April 12, at
the 11 a.m, worship service. Rev.
Terry Sills is the pastor of the
church.
Pfc. Roger Key Fain, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain of
Lynn Grove. is serving with the
United States Marines in Futema,
Okinawa.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Hugh
Burkeen and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Lee Coomer, April
6; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William
Phillips Jr., April 8.
Fifty years ago
Murray Lions Club will conduct its annual Broom Sale
tonight. Proceeds will go to the
Sight Conservation project of
the club.
The annual Easter Sunday
service will be April 17 at 7
a.m, at the Murray State College football stadium. Rev. T.A.
Thacker, pastor of Memorial Baptist Church. will be the speaker.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Shipley.
Sixty years ago
Baseball has been added to
the intra-squad program for Murray Training School. according
to Tim O'Bnen, athletic director of the school.
Elected as officers of the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club were Mrs. John
Ryan, chairman; Mrs. Robert
Moyer, vice chairman; Mrs.
E.S.Ferguso, secretary; and Mrs.
Jess Farris, treasurer.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Man's refusal to file returns
taxes couple's relationship

Today In History

f

•••

I GUESS WE'D SETTER CALL IN TO
MAKE SURE AU.. NE C000 WE
PREPARED LSN'T
\WAVY-F/1j

DEAR DR. GOTT: Seven or
eight years ago. you suggested
using Vicky VapoRub for relief
of the discomfort associated with
anal hemorthoids. It has worked
really wed for rne. I have used
both the Vicks and store-brand
equivalents. I have no more pain
from my two hemorrhoids but
now wonder if I should keep
using the product or have the
hemorrhoids
removed. I
am a 67-yearold male.
DEAR
READER: I
fhandgmaeln
l thi
bust
advice for the
treatment of
hemorrhoids,
so thank you
Dr. Gott for
writing to
inform me of
By
your positive
Dr. Peter Gott results.
Hemorrhoich are swollen, inflamed veins
in the lower rectum and/or anus.
They can be intetnal or external
and are usually the result of straining during bowel movements,
chronic diarrhea or constipation,
or from increased pressure on the
veins due to obesity, pregnancy
and more. The condition is common, with an estimated 50 percent of adults over age 50 having had symptoms at least once
in their lifetimes.
Symptoms include painless
bleeding during bowel movements
(bright red blood on toilet tissue
or in the bowl 1, fecal leakage,
pain or discomfort, a sensitive or
painful lump near the anus, anal
itching/irritation or swelling and
protruding veins.
It is always advisable to see
a physician if any of the above
symptoms are present in order to
rule out other, more venous disorders, since colorectal and anal
cancers can cause similar symptoms. After receiving a diagnosis

1 Not her
4 Pike's discovery
8 Certain votes
12 The Plastic —
Band
13 Tibetan monk
14 Watered-down
15 Hiker's gadget
17 it's worth — --"
18 Glassware
brand
19 Diner freebies
21 Junk food buy
23 — kwon do
24 Ocean depths
28 Smile in contempt
32 By way of
33 "The Facts of
Life" star
35 Stadium cry
36 Yankee great
Lefty —
39 Jackpot game
42 Excavate
44 Tijuana "Mrs "
45 Bland

U,11_1S-1-111's,110)

C.CeD

YOU NEVER .\ I
51-10W ME ANY
GRATrrUC'E

1

2

3

17
15

Contract Bridge
South dealer.
me a hand Goldman had played at
Both sides vulnerable.
Philadelphia's Cavendish Club when
NORTH
he was just 19 years old. As the deal
•K 9 3
shows, even at that tender age Gold•9 764
man had a full grasp of the subtleties
•A 3
of the game
*A K .1 7
Goldman was South, and West
WEST
EAST
led the queen of diamonds to
•8 7 6 5
•11 4 2
dummy's ace. Cioldman then cashed
•10
•Q .1 5
the A-K of trumps, learniny, that he
•Q .1 10 4
•K 8 7 6 5
had a trump loser when West dis+10863
•92
carded a diamond.
SOUTH
His only chance for the slam was
•AQJ
to get rid of his diamond loser on
VA K 8 32
dummy's fourth club. Most players
•9 2
would no doubt ha,: played the Q•O 54
K-A ofclubs, hoping East had started
The bidding.
with three or inure clubs. This would
South
West
North East
have failed as the cards lie. Bid
•
Pass
3*
Pass
Goldman saw a way to improve an
3•
Pass
4•
Pass
his chances by giving Last a chance
4 NT
Pass
5•
Pass
to make a mistake.
6•
So he cashed the A-K of clubs
Opening lead
queen of diamonds. and led a club toward his hand as if
Bobby Goldman, one of the he were trying to ruff Mil the queen.
world's great players and a member From Fait'S perspective, South
of the Dallas Aces that challenged might have had•AQ.lx•AK.xxx•
and then overcame the vaunted Ital- xx• as, in which case Goldman
ian Blue Team in the early '70s, died would be correct in attempting to fell
more than a decade ago at the age of the club queen before lryir.g to get
60. He had just been elected to the rid of dummy's remaining diamond
Bridge Hall of Fame.
on his fourth spade.
Goldman was a moving force in
lifftimately, East discarded a
keeping alive many of the Aces' spade, whereupon Goldman pronumerous bridge enterprises long duced the queen, led a spade to the
after the team had disbanded. Ile was king and threw his diamond on the
also a leading theorist and promulga- club jack. If F.ast had ruffed the third
tor of new conventions that have club, the slam would have gone
since passed into common usage.
down.
The day after Goldman's death,
"After that," said my cousin,"we
my cousin, Bob Becker a top-flight all knew Bobby was headed for starplayer in his own right, called to give dom."
Tomorrow: The serendipity factor.
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from a medical doctor, he Of she
will likely recommend home treatment of the hemorrhoids because
most cases respond favorably and
do not require medical treatment.
Home therapy includes overthe-counter topical hemorrhoid
creams and/or suppositories, ice
packs to relieve swelling, taking
several warm baths or sitz baths
daily, using unscented, alcoholfree moist towelettes to pat the
area clean after a bowel movement, and using OTC oral pain
relievers.
If these conservative measures
don't help, it's time to return to
your physician. He or she may
recommend a minimally invasive
procedure. such as rubber-band
ligation, which cuts off blood flow
to the affected area, injecting a
chemical solution into the tissue
to shrink the hemorrhoid (may be
less effective than banding), and
using one of several methods to
harden and shrivel smaller hemorrhoids (a procedure associated
with a higher rate of recurrence).
For large or resistant hemor•
rhoids, surgery may be recomHemorrhoidectorny
mended
involves removing all the excessive tissue causing the bleeding.
It is the most effective and complete way to remove the hemorrhoids but is also associated with
the highest rate of complications.
Stapling blocks blood flow,
causing the vein to dry. It is associated with less pain and faster
healing time but also has a greater
risk of recurrence and for the development of a condition known as
rectal prolapse, in which part of
the rectum protrudes from the
81111s.
It is possible to prevent hemorrhoids by increasing the amount
of dietary fiber consumed or taking supplements and drinking plenty of fluids. Each can soften and
add bulk to the stool, which makes
it easier to pass. Be sure to relieve
yourself as soon as you feel the
urge to defecate. Don't strain.

Crosswords
ACROSS

Murray Le

Vicks for hemorrhoids?

DEAR ABBY: It has been
eight years since my boyfriend,
"Grant," tiled taxes. His refusal
to file a tax return has caused
many arguments between us.
Grant's parents got wind of
it one year and gave him
money to pay them
e spe
offn.t b
tit.itet

the IRS. He can locate one in
his area by accessing the NAEA
Web site. www.naca.org. If he
doesn't have access to a computer, his local library' can help
him.
More than 10,000 enrolled
agents are listed. Because they
are the only tax specialists
money
to licensed to practice before the
pay
other IRS, Grant can be assured the
bills. Grant matter will be haedled confiis an only dentially in the most compechild. His tent way.
parents
You should not ignore
often
bail Grant's behavior. Protect yourhim
out self tax-wise by filing your
financially. return separately from his until
Dear Abby This has the matter is settled. Should
begun
to you decide to marry him, file
gnaw at me as "married, filing separately"
By Abigail
because I'm so your incomes (at least in
Van Buren
at the point the eyes of the IRS) won't be
where I'm thinking about mar- viewed as one entity. Use the
riage and children. I know we same enrolled agent or find
can't he married until he takes one for yourself.
care of his tax problem.
Do check out this reputable
How serious is it not pay- organization. Don't wait for
ing your taxes? Is this some- your boyfriend to grow up to
thing I should just ignore? I do it because at the rate he's
couldn't pay the bills if he maturing, that may never hapwas put in jail. Will this 30- pen.
something only child ever grow
•••
up? -- APRIL 15-PHOBIC
DEAR ABBY: My son
DEAR PHOBIC: Accord- "Matt" is a junior in high
ing to the National Associa- school. He says he's not attendtion of Enrolled
Agents ing the junior/senior prom this
(NAEA), a professional soci- year because he doesn't have
ety of federally licensed tax anyone special to go with.
practitioners, failing to file your
I tried to explain that his
taxes is worse than failing to date doesn't have to be a "girlpay. By not filing, your friend," that she can just be a
boyfriend runs the risk of pay- friend. I told him he could
ing not only the taxes he owes, also go with a bunch of guys
but penalties and interest as who don't have dates.
well.
I know later on in life Matt
You need to tell Grant he will regret not having gone to
can get help from an enrolled the prom, and I'm sad about
agent to guide him through his decision. Should I make
the process of filing back him go even though he doesreturns and, if necessary, set- n't want to. hoping he has a
tin u a avment schedule with good time when he gets there?
Or should I drop the issue and
respect his wishes even if he's
making a mistake? Matt is 17
• By The Associated Press
the flags a England and ScotIn 1934, "Tender Is the Night,"
r Today is Monday. April 12, land.
by F. Scott Fitzgerald, was first and not particularly social, and
di 102nd day of 2010. There ere
In 1861, the American Civil published in book form after being I think that's why he doesn't
2ç3 days left in the year.
War began as Confederate forces serialized in Scribner's Magazine. want to go. :- ENCOURAGToday's Highlight in History'
bombarded Fort Sumter in South
In 1955, the Salk vaccine ING MOM
On April 12, 1945, President Carolina.
against polio was declared safe
DEAR MOM: There is a
Franklin D. Roosevelt died of a
in 1877. the 'caseter's mask and effective.
fine line that separates an
cerebral hemorrhage in Warm wa* first used in a baseball game,
In 1960. Candlestick Park in encouraging mom from a mom
Swings. Ga.. at age 63; he was by James Tyng of Harvard in a San Francisco
first opened. with who is overbearing. Your son
siLceeded by Vice President Hairy game against the Lynn Live Oaks. Vice President
Richttal Nixoe is onlya junior, anct'saill
have
Sr Truman.
throwing the ceremonial firstbpitch
On this date..
In 1910, American educator before a game between the San a chance next year to change
• In 1606, England's King James and social critic William Graham Francisco Giants
and St. Louis his mind and attend the prom
I :decreed the design of the orig- Sumner died at age 69 in Engle- Cardinals, which
the Giants won, as a senior. Frankly, I have
inal Union Flag, which combined wood. N.J.
never had a man write me or
3-1.
tell me that looking back on
1-3 AL El'Y El 1_,UFEcSoCi
his high school years he regretted missing a dance. A game,
roo WE
T-F—
a006141-1 , L-ra SLIT LtarEti
F uiEU,SAME V IT'S CO HOT Fete
letelE
You L WED( PLAY LetTe THE
perhaps -- but never a dance.
tl 11-1EsCU. LET
1WRE14 TL),Ey
GAMES
SeetainCei tila/445 1 YOU WIN
•••
GArsife le)ON tI)C1
I
;WC UP Bessie 4 " 11-9S TIMS
SCRE Lttf..04t.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbhy.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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41 Dusting powder
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PREP B XSEBALL

Lakers win
one, drop
two at
Henderson
TIGERS SPLIT
AT TENNESSEE
TOURNEY

MASTERS

Phil Good Story
MICKELSON'S EMOTIONAL WIN A WIN FOR GOLF,TOO
BY 7WA DAHLBERG
the fading sun added some drama to the victory cereAP Sports Columnist
mony on the practice putting green, though,
AUGUSTA, Ga. (API — Phil Mickelson was Mickelson wanted to talk about
something closer to
doing his best not to cry again as he slipped on anoth- his heart — his wife.
er green jacket and tried to put into words things that
"We've been through a lot this year: it means a lot
he couldn't possibly put into words.
to share some joy together," he said. "She's an incredHe had already shed a tear on the 18th green, ible wife, an incredible mother. She's
been an inspirathough he wasn't alone. Anyone who knew the story tion for me this past year, seeing
what she's been
had to shed a few, too, as Mickelson latched onto the through "
tiny blonde woman who had been through so much
It couldn't have been more sincere. It could hardly
and shared an embrace that neither seemed willing to have been more appropnate.
end.
All week long the talk at the Masters was of anothHe had struggled on the golf course all year, but er golfer and other women. The circus
that surroundthat meant nothing. Not compared to the struggles ed Tiger Woods blew into
town on Monday, and the
Amy Mickelson went through while battling breast tent was still up as the leaders
teed off on a Sunday
cancer.
afternoon brimming with drama.
There would be plenty of time later to talk about
Mickelson hadn't been ignored, but he had certainthe shot that will live in Masters lore, plenty of time ly been overlooked. He
BRANDT SANDERLIN AP
wasn't alone, because the Phil Mickelson
kisses his wife Amy after winning
to reflect on what a third title means to his career. As
II See MASTERS, tO
the Masters golf tournament in Augusta Sunday.

Sdi
Calloway County went 1-2 at
Henderson County's Northern
Spring Break Tournament over the
weekend. earning a victory over
McLean County while falling to
Louisville Southern and the homestanding squad.
The Laker, began play Friday
night, coming out on the short end
of a slugfest in a 17-10 loss to
Southern.
Southern took a 6-1 lead out of
the first inning and added four runs
in the second to take a 10-3 lead.
The Trojans added three insurance
rims in the fourth and three more in
the fifth.
Calloway scored at least one run
in each of the first five innings, but
could never put together the big
inning necessary to get them back in
the game. The Lakers left 12 runners on base on the night.
Calloway
rebounded
on
Saturday, pounding out 14 hits en
route to a 12-2 victory over McLean
County.
The Lakers scored four runs in
the bottom of the first and added
three more in the second to build a
comfortable margin. Calloway then
scored two in the third, one in the
fourth and two in the fifth to end the
game in five innings on the 10-run
By TOMMY DILLARD
rule.
Sports VVnter
Crarrett Cowen took the win, Tn
red af:onr'
hee
tossing three innings and surrenderIspb:cuallaying two runs, both earned, on three
tion about an early
hits while striking out three.
favorite in the First
Grant Williams pitched the final
Region.
two frames and held the Cougars
The winner of
scoreless. striking out all six hatters
this week's regional
he faced.
All 'A' Classic will
Williams and Ben Hudson carried the Laker offense, each be able to lay claim to an inside
accounting for four hits. Hudson track to the KHSAA region title
finished 4-for-4 with three RBI and as well.
three runs while Williams was 4It isn't the case in most sports
for-4 wah three RBI and two runs.
in most regions, but ill First
The Lakers got two hits apiece Region softball, getting through
from Dylan Dwyer and Cody to the small school title in April
Redden.
is nearly as daunting a task as
In Saturday's final game, winning an all-schools
champi Calloway outhit Henderson County onship in
May.
but fell 5-2. The Lakers amassed
Out of the five First Region
nine hits to the Colonels' five, but
squads who have made up the
struggled to produce runs.
Calloway plated its only two reigning elite over the past sevruns in the third inning to take a eral seasons, three have enrollbrief 2-1 lead, but Henderson was ments that qualify them for the
quick to rally, scoring one in the bot- All 'A' Classic, which begins
tom of the third, another in the today at Hickman County.
fourth and two in the fifth.
Top-seeded Reidland is curThe Lakers move to 6-6 on the rently the No. 5 team in the
season and host Christian County state, according to the Kentucky
on Tuesday at 6 p.m.
Softball Coaches Assocation
ilgins spit rA Tonissase towwhile two-seed Heath comes in
IMPJ
at No. 26.
Murray took a split at the
Three-seed
Ballard
Yellowjacket Classic in Springfield,
Tenn., on Saturday, defeating
II See ALL A, 10
Cheatham County Central but
This
Week
falling to East Hickman.
In the first game of the day.
First Region All 'A' Classic
Murray fell victim to a late offen(at Hickman CO.)
sive onslaught from East Hickman
Today
that turned an otherwise close game (9) Fulton Co vs. (8) Mayheld 5 p m.
(5)
Homan
Co
vs
(4) St. Mary 6:33p.m
into a rout.
(1) Realland vs FC/May
8 p m.
East Hickman held a 5-3 lead
Tuesday
going into the seventh inning. (3) Ballard Mom vs (6.1 Murray 5 pm
(2) Heath vs (7) Carlisle Co
7 p.m.
where they plated six runs to take an
Wednesday
11-3 victory.

ALL 'A' CLASSIC SOFTBALL PREVIEW

Into the fire

OFFENSE CARRIES LADY TIGERS INTO TALENTED ALL 'A' FIELD

BM/Mur vs Heath/CC
5 p.m.
'TOMMY DILLARD / tdp photo
Murray's offense pounded out
HC/StM vs Reod/FCAlay
7 p.m.
Murray shortstop Amanda Winchester makes a throw to first as an umpire looks
on during a game last season.
II hits, but surtendered 16 and
Thursday
Winchester is the cleanup hitter in a Lady Tiger batting order that has caught fire
Champonship game
5 p.m.
committed four errors. The Tigers
early this season. Murray faces
Ballard Memorial in the first round of the First Region All 'A' Classic on Tuesday.
were playing catch-up from the
beginning after spotting East
Hickman three tuns in the first
irrung.
MLB
In the second game of the day.
Murray got a dominant pitching
performance from Sawyer Lawson
and pounded out 12 hits en route to
a 12-1 win over Cheatham County
Central.
CARDS BEGIN THREE-GAME SET WITH
Lawson held Cheattitun to one
unearned run on just two hits over
ASTROS TONIGHT IN ST. LOUIS
four innings, earning the win. John
Lollar finished the job in the fifth
By COUR Fly
fine," McGehee said. "He's have come against the Cardinals.
inning. walking one batter before
going to bounce back and be
AP Sports Writer
But McGehee connected off
retiring the side in order.
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Trevor all over again. It's just Kyle McClellan (0-1) with one
Murray spotted Cheatham its
night."
one
out to give Hoffman (I-I) an
Trevor Hoftman is concerned
only run of the game in the top of
Actually, it's been two.
unlikely victory and help the
and embarrassed by his last two
the first inning before plating three
in the bottom frame on a Tanner
Hoffman was protecting a 7-4 Brewers avoid a three-game
performances. This time. Casey
Richerson home tun.
McGehee quickly bailed out lead with two outs in the top of sweep.
The ligets scored three more in
the ninth when he came unrav"He got me off the hook perbaseball's career saves leader.
the second and six in the third.
eled for the second straight sonally and lifted the ballclub up
McGehee
homered
in
the botBrock Downey and Richerson
appearance. Albert Pujols hit his in a situation where we needed a
tom of the ninth inning to give
led the way for the offense, each
second two-run homer of the win," Hoffman said. "It's a big
the Milwaukee Brewers an 8-7
going 3-for-3. Downey hit a home
game to cut the lead to one. and win."
victory over St. Louis on Sunday
run in the second inning and finMatt Holliday followed with a
McClellan took the blame for
ished with three runs sawed and
night after the Cardinals rallied
tying
shot.
a fastball down the middle.
three RBI. Richerson finished with
for three runs off Hoffman.
"If you throw 85 mph right
"As far as I am concerned.
three RBI and a run scored.
JEFF PHELPS / AP
"Hoffy's human. I think over the middle of the plate,
one pitch cost our team that
Anin Sweeney notched two hits Casey McGehee, left, is congratulated by Prince Fielder
sometimes
get
we
spoiled
that
that's usually what happens. Not fought and clawed to get back in
for the game.
and Rickie Weeks after his game-winning home run sometimes
he appears to be to be funny about it, but it's it," he said."Our bullpen
Murray travels to Trigg County against the Cardinals in the ninth
pitched
inning Sunday in Superman out there. It's going to
embarrassing," said Hoffman. their butts off and I come in and
today for a 5 p.m. start.
Milwaukee. The Brewers won 8-7.
happen and he's going to be whose last four blown sases I blow it on one pitch.-

McGehee's homer in 9th saves Hoffman, Brewers

Spotas
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Golfers win UK Bluegrass Invitational
'BREDS TAKE TWO
OVER JSU
By Mel*dibeanbillau
The Murray State men's golf
team caxne home with the ahempionship of the UK Bluegrass
invitational at The University
Club of Kentucky, in Lexington,
Ky., on Sunday.
The Racers managed to right
El the finish in Sunday's final
found on a difficult course with a
team 288 and total of 850 tc nip
Memphis and Auburn by one
!hot at 851. Miami (OH) was
birth at 853, while the host
school, Kentucky was in fifth
phiete at 854.
MS!! started the event
Saturday morning with a solid
even-par round of 284 on the Big
Blue Course that played to a par

•

pitches to earn his second victory
of the semen He allowed a one
out single in the seventh arei a
solo mane to start the eighth, but
did not allow another runner to
reach. He also hit for hirrised to
lead off the ninth inning, drawing
a walk, and eventuany coning
around to score.
In Saturday's first game, after
failing to push across the tying
and winning runs in the sixth and
eighth innings, Jacksonville State
tied the game in the ninth before
Jake Shamx:k hit a grand slant to
give the Gamecocks the 7-3 walkoff victory in the first game of a
doubleheader Saturday afternoon
at Rudy Abbott Field.
In the second game,junior left
hander Jake Donze allowed just
four hits and three runs in his second cetnplete game of the season
as the Breds evened the series
with a 9-3 victory

Raisers dm OMNI dodger hi
Awes Pee
The Murray Stale softball team
dropped a 4-2 decision to Austin
Pray in the third game of a threegame series that had been split the
day befon at Racer Field at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The Racers are now 13-21 overall
and 5-7 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Freshman Megan Beho lea the
team with two hits, while junior
Jenne Bradley was the only other
MSU batter to record a hit in the
game. Junior Kristen Broadway
earned the start and sent five batters to the dugout with strike outs
in three innings of =ion for the
Racers.
The Racers (13-19. 5-6 OVC)
opened Saturday with a 3-2 win,
in eight innings, before falling 9-3
in the second game.

team matches up well with
Ballard, which graduated four
starters from last year's team,
including No. I pitcher and hitter Alexis Rodgers.
The Lady Bombers don't
appear to have missed a beat,
however
Senior
pitcher
Molly
Hargrove has picked up where
Rodgers left off in the circle, and
Ballard was holding opponents
to just 1.6 runs per game so far
this season before giving up 14
to Marshall County on Saturday.
Though Ballard is young on
the whole, Hargrove is pan of a
senior core of leaders that also
includes catcher Candice Draper
and first baseman Shannon
Tubbs, two of the team's top hitters.
But the Lady Tigers have reason to believe their offense can
hold in own agninst Ballard.
In what has come as a bit of a
surptise, especially after many
team members had just a week
of practice due to an extended
basketball season, Murray's
batsmen have come out stith
vas blitzing early.
In the preseason, Booth identified the his team's historically
shaky offense as its X'-factor.
The girls have responded by
knocking the cover off the ball
in the early-going. upping their

runs-per-game average by two
thus far this season.
"The past two seasons, we
haven't been a hitting team,"
said Armstrong "Coach Booth
has really done a good lob of
getting us to where we're hitting
the ball. We hit a lot in practice
and we've kind of changed our
rnental attitude about it."
Booth believes the improved
offensive numbers are due in
pass to rules changes that pushed
the pitching line back theft feet.
The rest, he attributes to
increased pressure placed on the
Lady ligen to deliver at the
plain
"They know if they want to
play, they have to hit the ball."
he said. "Our rule in practice is
if you're caught taking a lazy
swing, you stop and run. They
take it seriously, and they're
doing a good job with it."
Armstrong
and
senior
Jacenteline Vtlardo are two of
the leaders of Murray's offensive renaissance.
After imashing several
vnaild-be home runs into foul
territoey in previous games,
Armstrong switched to a heavier
bat and delivered three extrabase hits in the Lady Tigers'
most recent victory — a 13-4
win over Caldwell County pnor
to spring break.

Vilanio is hitting over .600
(Schermer 0-0) 1200 p.m.
through four games and pressedTaxes manain 0.0) 11 ClirVeiand
1-0), 206 p.m.
mg added offensive punch in the (C,atinons
Boston (Lasts* 0-0) at Minnesota
middle of the order around four(Pavane 1-3), 3:10 p.m.
hitter Amanda Winchester.
Oakland (Duchscheree 0-01 at Seattie
0-0), 5:40 p.m
While Murray's hitting has
Tampa Say (Garai 1-0) at Baltimore
been better than expected, the
(Guthrie 0-1), ant p.m.
aUmsgo Whits Sox (Peary 0-0) at
Lady Tigers have struggled in an
Toronto (Take 1-0), 6.20 pm
area thought to he a strength —
pitching.
Senior
ace
Chelcie
Winchester hasn't been 100 percent healthy, Booth says, and
Murray has surrendered at least
four runs in each outing so far From Page•
this season.
drama surrounding the comeback
Booth satd he hasn't decided of Woods overshadowed the
whether Winchester or sopho- entire week at Augusta National.
more Morgan Huston will start
Until early Sunday evening,
against Ballard on Tuesday.
that is. That's when the week that
The Lady Tigers host Graves , golf feared suddenly beciune the
County tonight at 5 p.m., their week golf fans will always
first game action since April 2.
remember.
"I'm really glad we get to
It started with a shot a Vegas
play (Monday)," Booth said. "If high-roller would have never
I had it to do over again, we dreamed of betting on. It ended
would have been playing over with a scene so touching it
spring break. Hopefully tonight, washed away any lingering
we can get back in sync and be memories of the stain Woods had
ready on Tuesday."
put on this Masters.
As for picking up the proThe man who stands for
gram's first All 'A' win, everything Woods doesn't stood
Armstrong believes the first wearing the green jacket Woods
inning will be a tell-tale sign.
so desperately coveted. Even bet"We need to score at least one tea, when be lookett up on the
run in the first inning to get off 18th given. his wife — who had
been bed-ridden most of the
on a good foot." she said.
week -- and his children were

ar
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West Division
W L Pet GB
Oaldand
5 2 714
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Taxa*
2 §286
Los Angetes
3
Seattle
2 5 286
3
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Rom Page I
Memorial, which will serve as
first-round opposition for
Murray in a 5 p.m. game
Tuesday. received votes in the
preseason poll and is off to a 9-1
stare
Sixth-seeded Murray, under
first-year coach Ted Booth, will
be fighting an uphill battle as it
has since the tournament's
inception in 2006.
The Lady Maim (3-1) have
never won an All 'A' game, and
for a large returning senior class,
several of whom are fresh off
Unprecedented success in basketball, it's now or never.
"Ali the other sports at
Murray High have done really
well this season," said sophomore catcher Haley Armstrong.
"So we're really wanting to do
well also."
But while it would be nice,
winning in the All 'A' Classic
Isn't a primary focus for the
Lady Tigers this season, says
Booth.
"I haven't even bratight it
tip," he said. "We haven't
focused on it. I've said from day
one, our goal is to get to the
regional tournament. All 'A' is
great, and we'd love to do weft
but making it to the regional
means more to us."
Even so. Booth believes his

Haverstock Insurance Agency

of 7i and 7,013 >ands, but really
made a move in the second round
when they fired a six-undt 278.
MSU's 850 was two-under and
gave them then third win of the
20)9-10 season.
Individually, MSU's Cameron
Carrico finished third in the field
of IN competitors with scores of
Nick
70-66-73..209, while
Newcomb funshed fifth with
rounds of 70-72-68410.
beds WeIre ever
liaderavAllis ebb
Senior left hander Matt
McGaha allowed just one run on
two has over three innings to keep
Jacksonv,Ile Stan at bay as
Murray State netted seven runs
over the final three innings to take
the final game of the series, 9-6,
Sunday afternoon at Rudy Abbott
Field.
McGaha (2-0) needed only 33

triontley's Games
Kansas City (Hocierat 0-0) at Detroit

Nsionil WV
,
ellindif0P
Al Mei CDT
Sy The Atmeakoad Press
East blviskin
W
L Pet GB
5
eas
Philaosiphis
4 ./.667
3 3.600
Adana
3 3 500
Vitashinglon
2 4 333
3
How York
Caner* Division
W L Pet GB
4 2.667
St. Louis
1
3 3 500
Cincinnse
3 3.500
1
Milwaukee
3 3.500
1
Pittsburgh
'2 4.333
2
Chicago
0
4
Houston
West Otrielan
W LPct Ge
5 1
—
San Francisco
4 2.067
1
Arizona
3
3
500
2
cnerado
2 4.333
3
Liss Angeles
2 4.333
3
san new

coon

--Monday's &WM
Milwaukee(0 Dimas Gil) at chimps
Cubs(Dompstor 0-0), 1,20 p.m.
wastainion Walvis 0.1) at
Plilladalphis (Hanish 1-0), 2:05 p.m.
Houston (W.Rodrigusz 0-1) at St. Louis
(1M11nwriol1 1-0), 315 p.m
Atlanta(Jure)sne 04)) at San Diego
(Corner 00), 5:35 am
Cincimati(Cuet0 0-0) at Florida
(Nokia*)0-05, 6:10 p m
Pittsburgh (Ohisndor1 0.0)11 San
Franciaco (Tho 1-0), 915 p.m

0-Masters

there to shale it all with him.
"I was just really glad she wait
there,' Mickelson said
wasn't
sure if she was going to be there
today. I knew she would be
watching. I didn't know if she
would be behind 18. To walk off
the green and share that with her
is very emotional for us."
:
If it was emotional fot
Mickelson, it was also therapetti
tic to golf. The throngs whc
crowded every hole as the lead.,
era made their way around
Augusta National may not have
been quite sure how much emoe
tion they were going to inven
with Woods, but with Lefty there
was no doubt.
•
They cheered hint on every
shot, pulled fee him at every turn.
And when he hit the shot on No,
13 no one will ever forget, they
roared with delight.
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• Rork Climbing Wall
• Inflatables
• Prizes & Giveaways for Everyone

• Diabetes

• Event T-Shirts to First 400 People

• Osteoporosis
• Blood Pressure
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• Derma-Scan
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• Bod Mass Index
• Full Lipid Panel
(12-hour fast required)

Come visit information booths on a variety of
health topics and community services,

•PSA (Prostate Cancer)

BABY EXPO zoru

• And Many More!!!

'Register to win Me Grand Prize by completing
our Fitness Festiva! Bingo Card, only
available at Murray In Motion event.
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